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'• INTRODUCTION 

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research has 

sanctioned the Subproject for the Central Region of Kerala, 

with a Regional Research Station at Pattambi, a Sub-centre 

at Maflfluthy and a Sub-station at Eruthiapathi under the Na-

tional Agricultural Research Pro gramme with a view to streng-

then the regional research capability. The administrative 
approval for implementation of the Sub-project was accorded 
yI.c.A.R during August 1981 for a total estimated cost of 

Rs.86.21 laJchs. The Executive  Committee of the Kerala Agricu1 
tural University at its 105th meeting had approved the proposal 

for implementation of the sub-project for a period of five 
years from 1.9.1981, 

The Central Region consists of the three central districts 

of Kerala viz., Palght, Trichur and Ernakulam excluding the 

High ranges, coastal saline tracts and other isolated areas 

like Kole land with Special soil and physiographic conditions 

(Fig-1), The region comprises of 17 taluks, 44 Development 

Blocks and 274 Panchayats, The geographical area of the region 
is 973,689 hectares which is 25% of the area of the state. The 

total population of the region is 70.12 lakhs (1981 census) 

which accounts for 27.54% of the population of the State. The 

density of Population varies between a Minimum of 456 per sq.km 
(Palghat district) and a maximum of 1,053 per sq.Jc, (Ernakularn 

district) with a mean value of 773 per sq.km. against the state average of 654 per sq.J, 

.1 Agroc1j0 conditions of the zone 

Eight agro-climatOlogical situations were identified 
in-the Central Zone of Kerala based on altitude, rainfall 
pattern and soil conditions 
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Altitude 
Anmial 
Rainfall 

Low elevation Lo 
MSL to 7,5 M 	Below 

1500 mm 

-2- 

1 • Li Characteristics used to identify 2\groclimatolDgiCal 

situations 

   

Soil 

Saline hydro-
morphic soil 
water loggccl 

(si-is) 

Alkaline 
Black soil 

(Bs) 

Relief 

Coastal area 

(CA) 

Lowland (wet-
lands, Area 
below MSL-KOLE, 
'Tater logged) 

Uplands 
(Garden land, 
Modan land, 
Paillyals, 
Hill slopes) 

(LE) 	 (LpF) 

Medium elevatior. Medium 
7.5 to 75 H 	1500-2500mm 

(ME) 
	

(MRF) 

High elevation 	High 
75 to 750 M 	2500 & 

above 

(HE) 
	

(HRF) 

1.1.2 Agro 

No. 

climatological situations of central region 

1.  - CA LE - HRF (coastal area - Low elevation - 
High rain fall) 

2.  - CA LE - SHS - HRE (HOLE and PO(HALI) 

- 3, ME HRF (medium elevation - High rr:infall) 

4. HE -HRF (High elevation - High rainfall) 
S. HE -MRF (High elevation 	Medium rainfall) 

6.  -. HE IRF (High elevation - Low rainfall) 

7.  ME - BS - LRF (Medium elevation - Black soil 
Low rainfall) 

8.  HR - LRP (Higi ranges) 
1.2. Influence area of the zone- 
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major cropping systems Special 
(% of net cropped area) Features 

Location 
.,Districts/Blocs 

(4) 
Rice-Rice-Fallow 
Jater £allowRice-
Vegetables 

(5) 
Low fertility 
of soil and 
occassional salt 
and water 
inundation 

(6) 
Ernakulam 

North Perur 

Homesteads with 
intercrops like 
banana, vegetables, 
mango, cashew in 
coconut garden 

ice.prawnsprawns 
coconut 

water fallow-rice 
Rice-water fallow 
Coconut (on bunds 
only) 

Raised garden 
lands 
Predominantly 
homesteads. 

Areas mainly below 
14SL, N and IC rich 
saline hydromorphic 
soil water logged 

Trichur 

Cranganore 
Thalikkularn 
Mathilakarn 
Chowghat. 

Trichur 
Anth ikkad 
Vellangallur 
Irinjalakkuda 
Cherpu 
Puzhakkal 

Low level, salt Em akul am 
water inundated 

	
Vyt iii a 

area (Pokkali) Rice Edapp ally 
raised on mounds & Pal lumu thy 
later distributed. Cochin 
Rice mixed cropping Vype en 
with prawn. Coconut Parur (s) 
raised on bunds only. 

Si. 	Agroclimato1ogical 
No. 	situation & features 

1. 	Coastal low elevation  

high rainfall Lrea 

CENTRAL ZONE SUMMARY OF .GROCLINAT0L0G ICAL SITUATIONS 

Principal crops 
(% of cropped area) 

(3) 
Rice, Coconut, 
Pulses 

a) Sandy soil, coastal 
alluvium 

b) Low level land 

c) Rainfall 2500 in 

2. 	Coastal area of low 
elevation wlitli - 
salinity 

rorciOrphic. soil 

High rainfall 	25000mm 

a) Saline hydromoiphic soils 
b) Low bunds - salt water 

inundated - below MSL in 
certain areas 

c) Rainfall 2500 r:rn. 

Homesteads with 
coconut, banana 
and vegetables 

Rice, Coconut 



Crop raised as 
homestead, modan 
paddy raised 
during S.1. Mon-
soon period. 
Pulses, vegeta-
bles, tubers 
mainly rainfed. 

U lands Coconut 
Arecanut 
anana 

Tapioca 
Pepper 
Mango, 
Jack 
Cashew 
Se s arnum 
Pulses 
Vegetables 
Tubers 

Undulating topography 
and light textured 
lateritic soils. 
Supplementary irri-
gation provided using 
water lifting devices 
Drought experienced 
from January to May. 

Paighat 

Thrithala 
Patt ambi 
Ott appal am 

.4 
-w 

( 1 ) 	 (2) 
	

(3) 
	

(4) 
	

(5) 	 (6) 

Low level lands 	Ernakularn 
first crop raised Pasnpakuda 
as rainfed, 2nd & Vadavancode 
3rd crop with sup- Koovappady 
plernentary irriga Perumbavur (N) 
tion. Flooding 	Vazhakkularn 
experienced during Aiway (M) 
S.T.J. Monsoon period Alangad 
and drought during Parakadavu 
January and May. 	Angamali 

Mul amthurut hi 

Trichur 
Ma 1 a 
Trichur (i"l) 
Kunnamkulam(M) 
Chowannur 
Mullasseri 

3. 	Medium elevation low lands 
with high rainfall 

Lateritic sandy barns 

h) Low level lands 

c) Rainfall 2500 mm 

Rice 
Coconut 
Pulses 
vget a 
bles 
Sc s arnum 
anana 

Tubers 

Water fallow-
rice-rice-water 
fallow Rice-Rice-
vegetables Pulses. 
Rice-sesamum Rice- 
"'ice 	manure 
Ricenanana-Rice 
(2/3 year rotation) 
coconut on buncls. 



AGRO-eCOLOOtCAL STU4VONS O CENTRAL ZO 

4CyRO ECOLO6ICAL SITUATION 	CA-LE -HRF 
)) 
	 2-cA -LE SS-HRF 

- 3- ME - HRE 

-j-  H-kRF 

-5- H-E-MRF 

-6- k-E-UF 
-7- ME-5 - LRF 

-8- KP - L- 

L&J 

0 00 
00 



S. 	High elevation, 
low lands with 

a) Lateritic brown 
loamy soil 

b) Undulating topogra-
phy 

c) Rainfall 
(1500 	2500 nm) 

Rice 
Pulses 
Vegeta-
bles 
Sesarnum 
Groundnut 
Banana 
Coconut 
Palmyrah 
on bunds 

(1) 	(2) (3) (5) (6) 

    

Rice-Rice-Rice 
Rice-Rice-Fallow 
Rice-Rice-Vegeta-. 
bles/Pul ses 
Rice-Sesamum 
Rice-Banana 
(o years) 
Rice Tapioca/Yam 
(3/2 year) coconut 
on hunds 

Rice-Rice-Rice 
RiceRice-Pulses/ 
Vegetables 
Rice-vegetables/ 
Pulses, 
Rice-Banana 
Rice-Groundnut 
Coconut 	ON BliNDS 
Palmyrah  

First crop raised mainly 
rainfed, 2nd and 3rd crop 
supplemented with irrigation. 
Pulses and sesamum raised 
with residual moisture. Hoot-
tumundakan system (mixing Ist 
and 2nd crop rice seeds) 
practised in certain areas 

Well drained uplands crop 
raised mainly as rainfed. 
Brought experienced during 
January to May 

Major area covered under 
irrigation. Soils slightly 
heavier in texture that 
laterite and fertile. High 
crop intensity is followed. 

Ernakulam 
Elamdusam 
MoovatuiDuzha 
Moovatupuzha (N) 
Hot hamangal am 

Trichur 

Chalakudy 
Hodakara 
011ukkara 
wadakkanchery 
Pazhayannur 

Paighat  

Mann argh at 
Sreekrishnapurarn 

Paighat 
Al athur 
Palghat 
Paighat (H) 
Coyalmann am 
Nenmara 

High elevation low 
lands high rainfall 

Sandy loam 

Rainfall 2500 rrun 

Rice 
Banana 
Coconut 
Vegeta- 
bles 

Tubers 
S e s amum 

a) Lateritic loms 

b) unciulatLng topogra-
phy with terraces, 
slops and hill 
tops. 

Coconut Crops raised in 
Arecanut homesteads 
Banana polycrop mixtures 
Tapioca 
Pepper 
Mango 
Jack 
Cashew 
Rice-Pulses 
Sweet Potato 



Uplands:  

b)  
c) Rainfall lSGJmm 

a) Brown and rd 
soils 

Rice-Rice-Rice 
Rice-.Rice-Pulses/ 
Vegetables 
Rice-Rag! 
Rice-Jower 
Rice-Groundnut 
Rice-Vegetables- 
Groundnut 

Crops raised as 
mixed crop in 
homesteads 

Rice, Rag!, 
Jower, Maize, 
Groundnut, 
Pulses, 
Vegetables, 
Cotton and 
Palmyrah on 
bund s 

Coconut, 
Palmyrah, 
Pepper, 
Tapioca, 
Mango, Jack, 
Cotton 
Groundnut 
and banana 

P a ljh at 

Kollengode 
Nenmara 

Paighat 

Chit t oor 

Soil near neutral clay loam 
in textures, Irrigation 
facilities in limited 
areas, 

Neutral soils, clay loam 
in texture, Irrigation 
facilities available only 
in limited areas. 

(1) (2) 

     

(3) (4) (5) 

 

(6) 

 

Coconut 
Palmyrah 
Tapioca 
Banana 
Pepper 
Mango 
Jack 
Cashew 
Pulses 
Groundnut 

Crops raised in 
homesteads as 
mixed crop 

Undulating topography with 
hill tops, terraced and 
garden lands Rainfed crop 
supplemented, with irrigation 
in ayacut areas. 

6.. High elevation  ith 
low rainfall: 
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(1) 
	

(2) 

7. Medium elevation low 
land with Black  soil 

and low rainfall: 
a) Black soil 
b) Low level lands with 

rnpaded drainage 

8.Hj.-911, ranges low 
r'infafl. 

a) BrOWn soil 

(3) 

Rice,, Sugarcane,,  
Groundnut, Pulses, 
Cotton, Coconut, 
'Palmyrah 

Coconut, Palmyrah 
Mango, Jack, 
Tamarind, Tapioca, 
Cotton, Pulses 
and Sweet Potato. 

Rice, Vegetables, 
Pulses, Sugarcane  
i4ellets, Wheet, 
Bats. 
Coffee, Tea 
Orange, Cardamom 
Grass 

Rice-Rice-Ric 
Rice - Rice -F all ow 
RiceRice_pul se 
Ride-Rice-Groundnut 
Sugarcane (3 years) 
Pulses -Cotton 
Coconut and Palmyrah 
on hunds. 

Crop raised in 
homesteads as 
Polycrop mixture 

Millets, - Vegetables 
Millets.-  Theat - 
flats Groundnut. 
Potato Crops raised 
as plaItatjons 
Coffee. Tea, Orange 
Cardamom, Grass. 

Black alkaline soils 
impeded drainage and 
phide injury - After 
tivation difficult. 
(Poonthal padarn) 

(4) (5) 	(6) 

with 
Sul - 
cul - 

Black Soils of alkaline 
reaction, and impeded 
drainage soil hard when 
dry. Irtigation facility 
available in major areas. 

Crops raised as 	Palghat 
rain fed 

At tappacli Irrigation 
facilities meagre Nenmara 
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1.3 	Climate and Soil 

1.31 Climate 

1,311 Rainfall 

The Central Region, situated on the windward side 

of western ghats receives heavy rainfall during 

South West monsoon, Ernakulam is benefitted by a 

maximum average rainfall of 3550 mm (Neriamangalam 

recording the—highest in the state, 5883 mm), Trichur 

having a rainfall of 3215 mm whereas Palgh--!c receives 

only 2115 mm. More than 75% of the rainfall is recei-

ved during June, July, August (South West monsoon 

Period.) The locality around Eruthempathy is typi-

cally a low rainfed area in the whole state. 

1.312 Water balance of the region: 

In the Paighat District, the water deficit is prolon-

ged for a longer period from November to May whereas 

in Ernakularn district, the water dei'icit is only from 

November to 

1.313 Temperature: 

The variations in the levels of temperature are 

only marginal in the Districts of Trichur and 

Ernakulam as they are influenced by the coastal 

marine climate. On the other hand in Paighat 

District the temperature variations are more 

Pronounced. The average maximum temperature of 

the zone varies from 24.80c to 31.40c and that 
of minimum from 21.1 0c to 23.10c striking a moan 
range from 22.7°c to 27.50c. However the mean 
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value for humidity is as high as 82 per cent, 
the months from Juno to .Jgust recording values 
above 90 per cent. 

1.314 Humidity: 

The average Relative Humidity is about 70% in 
Trichur and Erna(ujm ostrict whereas it  comes  
down to about 40% in Paighat District during December 
U o March due to tho entry of 1,0-, winds from Tamil 
Nadu through the Paighat gap 

,32 Soil 

Based on the physiographic hoterognjty, the 

Central Zone is divjdd into four broad geomorphic 

units and twelve soil associations have been mapped 
based on the similarity in the nature of development 
and other morphological 
texture, 

	

	
charactrjstjcs like colour, 

structures Consistency Permeability, drainage, 
etc. The eight soil typos 	±dCfltjfd in the Zone 
are:- 

1 321 Laterites 

Latent03 	
o found in the id °nd Physiographic 

division of the zon, ieaV 	alnfall  and high tempera- 
ture prevalent in the zone are conducive te the 
Process of latenisation 	The Surfaco soils are 
mostly reddish brown to yellowish red in colour,  
The texture of surface soils ranges mostly from 

gravelly loam to gravelly cloy loam. Extensive 

Stretches of undurted latenites with hard surface 

crust re of common occurrence in the zone. 

Latenities are in general poor in available nitrogen, 

Phosphorus and potash and are low in bases. The 

Organic matter Content is also low. They are gene-

rally acidic with a pH range from 5.0 to 62. 

These soils are generally well drained and respond 
well to manago-ent practices, 
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1.322 Coastal alluvium 

These soils are found in the coastal tracts 

of Trichur and Ernakulam Districts. They have been 
developed from recent marine deposits and show 

incipient development expressed in immature AC 

profiles. The texture is dominated by Eand frac- 

tion. They are excessively drained with very 

repaid Permeability. The horizon is usually thin 

and the surface textures observed are loamy sand 

and sandy loam. The water table is high in low-

lying areas like Ponnanj and Nattika Taluks, These 
Soils are poor in plant nutrients and have low 

cation exchange capacity. They are also very low 
in soil organic matter content, 

1 ,323 Riverjne alluvium 

These soils occur mostly along the banks of 

the rivers and their tributaries. Horizon differen-

tiation is not well expressed. They are very deep 

soils with surface texture ranging from sandy loam 

to clay loam. The fine sand fraction usually predo-

minates. Presence of mica flakes has been observed 

in the alluvial soils of Trichur and Ernakulam 

Districts. These soils are comparatively more 

fertile than laterite soils. They respond well 
to management practices. 

1.324 Brown hydronorphjc 

Hydromorphic soild as a group occur exten- 
sively in all the three districts of the Zone. 

These soils are mostly confined to valley bottoms 
between undulating topography in the mid land 

and in low lying areas of the coastal strip. They 

have been formed as a result of transportation 

and sedimentation of material from adjoining hill 

slopes and also through deposition by rivers. 

In a majority of these soils, the water table is 
high. The development of the soil profile has 
occurred under impeded drainage condition5 	In 
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general these SOIlS a 	very deep and brownish in 
colour. The Su

rface txuro Varies from sandy loam 
to clay. The coarse and fine frct'ons show varying 
Patterns in their 'occjrrenc Within the Profiles. 

These soils are general1y poor in phosphorus calcium 
and other bases 	

reaction is in the acidic range, 

1.325 Hydromorphic saline 

The saline Soils are met within the coastal 

tract of Ernakulam and Trichur Districts. The origin, 
genesisarid development of thase Soils have been 

under ipeculiarPhys1ogrp1 conditions and are not 

comparable to saline soils occurring in other parts 

of the Country,The net work of backwaters and 

estuaries bordering the coast serve as inlet for 

thetjdal waters to flb into those areths, causing 

salinity, Wide fluctuatio5 in the lntensitic3 of 

salinity have been obs3rvod. On 'y one crop of paddy 
is" 'raised in these 5eOs duig duly to Novèmbr 
using saline resistat tali varieties. During rainy 

season in June—July, most of the salt is washed out, 

leaving the fIols, where mOundaae prpared, free 
from salts,. Ccfldüttivity cf thsOi1'dinthis 
season :rag 	

from 0.1 to 2 thmhos/cth, Which I5'only 
about one—tenth of 'thCVnluesduripg MarchApi1 
Thes.o soils are In 	

black, deep and ImPOTf Octly draid; Th Prof i•,1e sh• Wide varia—
tions in texture as is common in the alluvial soils. 

Being developed under impeded drainage condition
s  

due to high water table, these soils show charac 
teristic aquic properties, 

1.326 Acid saline 

Acid saline Soils are encountered in the 

coastal tract of Ernakulam District. The main 

Problems faced are the accumulation of acids and 
salts under Prolonged waterlogged Conditions and 
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hazards due to 5 linity. These soils are susceptible 
to seasonal ingress of saline water as 	result cf 
tidal inflow from the sea. They- black in colour, 

Poorly drained heavy textured soils, distributed in 

flat area lying 1-2m below mean sea level. They are 

submerged for nearly 6 months in a year from June to 

November. The profiles show typical aquic character-

istics. Decomposed organic matter is often observed 
in lower layers 	These soils are highly acidic in 
reaction. 

1.327 Black soils 

Black soils are found in the Kerala state, only 

in the Chittoor Taluk, of the Paighat District. They 

are found to occur in patches and are considered as 

extensions of the Black cotton soils observed in the 
adjacent Coimbatore District. These soils are dark 

in colour, low in organic matter, calcareous, modera-

tely alkaline, high in clay content and cation exchange 
capacity and are very sticky and plastic. These 

soils are deficient in nitrogen add phosphorus but 

have moderate levels of potassium and calcium. 

1.328 Forest barns 

These soils are the products of weathering of 
crystalline rocks under forest cover. They are 

restricted in occurrence in the forest areas of 

high ranges of the eastern part of the zone, These 

Soils are generally acidic with pH ranging from 

5.5 to .6.3. They are rich in nitrogen but poor 

in bases because of heavy leaching. 

1,4 Irrigation pattern: 

The totalarea under irrigation in the Central 
Region is 1,45,210 hectares which works out to 61 

per cent of the total area irrigated in the State. 
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'Source wise, 
wise, the Government canal Provides irrigation 

 
to 59 per cent while Private tanks and wells account 
for about is 

per cent of the total irrigated area. 
Irrigatjo watE is majflip Utiliseo for raising 
rice crop (2

,09,970 ha). In Tichur District 
Coconut and areacanut are also grown widely under 
irrigated conditions 

There are 24 major and medium irrigatj0 

Projects implemented in the State cut of which 17 

are located in the Central Region, These projects 

are operated in Bharat1apuzha Keechery, Chàlakudy, 

Periyar, Karuvannur and MuvattupT7ha river basins. 

1.5 Land use pattern: 

The total gaogr 	al area of th Zofle is 
9,73,689 hectares which Covers a!out onefourth of 
the total land mass of Kora1 	The forests Occupy 
about 2,47,876 hectares in th 	zone which accounts 
for 25.5 per cent of the total area. The forest 

areas are mainly concentrated in the Attappady 

tract of a1ghat Distric., lalappally, Mkundapuram 
and Trichur talu 	of Trichur 2,istri_t and Malayattur 

ranges of Kunnatiunaj T '.k ond Kotharnangalam Tajuk 
of Ernakulàm District. 

An area of 83,000 hectares of the ZOnO is 
classified asnon—ag

--riculturcllanes which work out 
to 31.5 per cent of the area of the State classified 

under this category, Barren and uncultivable waster 
lands cover, an area of 2,594 hectares while 

permanent pastures and other grazing lands occupy 

953 hectares. Land under miscellaneous tree crops 
account for an area of 11,554 hectares Which forms 

only 17,6 per cent of the total area under miscella 
neous tree crops in the State  0 Cultivable waste 
lands extended to an area of 34,354 hoctares, while 
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fallows other than current fallows occupy 10,295 

hectares. The current fallows account for 16,326 

hectares of the zone, which works ct to 37.6 per 

cent of the current, fallows of the state. 

The net area sown in the zone is estimated as 

5,26, 847 hectares and area sown more than once as 

2,69,007 ha. which represents 24.2 per cent and 39.9 

per cent of the corresponding categories of the land 
mass of Kerala. 

1.6 Farming situations 

1 .61 Wet lands-Anr.ual crops 

1.611 Farming Situation WLA 1 

Area: The low lands of the mid undulating region of 

the Palghat, Trichur and Ernakulam Districts, 

characterised by the narrow and broad valleys located 

in between the eastern high lands and the back water 
areas of the sea coast. 

Soil type: Mainly laterito with patches of riverine 

alluvium near the banks of rivers and coastal alluvium 

bordering the west coast; soils are well drained 

light textured with sandy loam to loamy textured 

surface soils. The soil reaction is in the acidic 

range and they are of poor fertility status. 

Rainfall: South West monsoon period 1500 
t10 2000 mm 

North 27ast monsoo.n period 500 to 1000 mm 
Summer showers 	meagre 

Cropping pattern: Rico-Rice-Fallow 

The first crop rice is usually dry SOWfl with 
the receipt of early monsoon showers during April-May 

and harvested by July-August. The second crop is 

mainly a transplanted crop with varieties of 

130-150 days duration. The nurseries are generally 
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raised during July-August and transplanted by 
September_October.  

Irrigation facilities: Only SuPplementary irrigation 

facilities are available and that too is not available 
during summer months. 

1.612 Farming dituation WLA-2 

Area: Low lands of the mid land and coastal tracts 

of the three districts of the zone bordering the 

irrigation channels and lift irrigation sources. 

Soil type: Laterite, river alluvium and coastal 

alluvium with patches of brown hydoinorphic Soils. 

Except the river alluvium the sils are of low 

fertility status as the bases have been subjected 

to heavy leaching losses. The reaction of the soil 
iSin the acidic range. 

Rainfall: Same as that of the WLA-1 situation, 

Cropping pattern: Rice-Rico-pulses/Vegetables 

Rice is grown during the first and second crop 

season as in WLA1. Pulses are grown after the harvest 

of the second crop rice utilizing the residual moisture 

and supplemented by irrigation wheover possible. 

Vegetables are grown in limited areas utilizing 

the family labour to the maximum. Irrigation is 

Provided by digging small pits in the field and pot 

watering the plots. The pulses usually grown are 

Cowpea, blackgram and to a limited extent greengram. 
Bhindi, gourds, amaranthu and brinjal are the 

common vegetables grown besides water melon in 
some areas, 

Irrigation facilities: Supplementary irrigation 

facilities available upto the month of February. Can 
Utilize residual moisture for raising pulses, 
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1.613 Farming situation WLA-3 

Area: Low lands of the valleys of undulating 

terrain of the three districts of the zone where 

Perennial water sources are available. These 

areas are scattered among the farming situation 
WLA-2, explained earlier. 

Soil type : Same as that of WLA-2 
Rainfall : 	-do- 
Cropping pattern: Rice-Rice-Rice 

The first and second crop rice are raised as mentioned 

in WLA-1. The third crop (puncha rice is raised 

in limited areas where there is assured water 
Supply. 

The Whole crop is transplanted using short duration 

rice varieties like Trivenj, Annapoorna etc. The 

nursery is usually raised during January and 

transplanted during February. The harvest will be 

completed by March and or the first fortnight of 
April. 

Irrigation facilijp5° Lift irrigation facilities 

are available in these areas throughout the three sea- 

sons as well as faciljtjas for drainage during 
monsoon seasons. 

1 .614 Farming situation WLA-4 

Area: This farming situations is limited to areas 

of lands lying just above the low lands of the valleys 

of the mid land regions of the central zone. As 

they are in the upper reaches of the field and away 

from the sources of irrigation drought conditions 

prevail soon after the fag end of the South West 
monsoon, 

Soil type: Same as in WLA-2 

The texture is little more loose and drainage 
conditions more conducive. 

Rainfall: Same as in 11,1LA-2 

.17/- 
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Cropping pattern: Rice-Pulses-Fallow vegetables 

The first crop rice is usually dry Sown during 
April-May and harvested by Augqst-'Si,ptember. In 
areas of water scarcity generally a pulse crop is 

raised instead of the rice as in the earlier 

farming situations. The residual moisture is utili-

zed for raising pulses like cowpea, blackgram and 
greengram. 

Irrigation facilities: Irrigtjon facilities are 

meagre when the South Wos.tmonsoon receeds. Limited 

water will be available in the nearby sources for 
lift irrigation for a short period. 

1 .615 Farming situation WLA-5 

Area: These are semi-wet lands, water logged 

conditions being limited to the severe South West 

monsoon period only. Soon after the South West 

monsoon these lands exhibit the char'acte'ristics 
of an upland with no irrigation facilities 

Soil type: Similar to WLA-2 

As drought conditions prevail during the major 

per16 of the year, moisture stress is experienced 

from October to June. The organic matter content 

is low and there will be problem of dry land weeds. 

Rainfall: Same as that of WLA-2 

Cropping pattern 	Rice_sesämurnf allow 

After the first crop rice which is raised a 

dry sown crop during April-September, the sesamum 
seeds are sown after ploughing, bringing the plots 

to tilth. This crop is raised with the residual 

moisture along and is seldom given any irrigation. 

Usually long duration sesamum varieties, re pre-

ferred in this region. The sesamum crop harvest 
will be completed by December end. 
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Irrigation facilities - Nil 

1.616 Farming situation WLA.6 

Area: Low lands of the valleys and coastal plains 
bordering the sea coast. The area is distributed 
among the three districts, majority of the area 
conpibuted by Trichur and Ernakulam districts. 

Soil type: Same as in WLA-1 
Rainfall - Same as in WLA-1 

Banana intercropped with vegetables/ 
tubers. 

Irrigated banana is raised in wet lands usually 
for catching the Onam Market during AugustSeptembr.  
The suckers are planted during September-October in 
wet lands and irrigated during summer months. The 
vegetables and small tubers are grown as intercrops 
during rainy season and harvested before March-April. 

Irrigation facilities: Supplementary irrigatjo 
facilities available to a limited, extent even during 
summer months. 	 - 

1 .62 Uplands-Annual crops 

1 .621 Farming situation ULA-1 

Area: These areas are known as 'Modan' lands in 
this region. They are uplands with little or no 
facilities, for irrigation. These lands occupy the 
topmost Portion of the undulated terrain of the 
midland region of the zone and is distributed i 
all the three districts of the zone, majority being 
in the district of Palhat. 

Soil type: Mainly laterite, gravels present, low 
organic matter content, poor infertility status, 
well drained with undulating topography. 

Rainfall: Same as in WLA-1 
Cropping patter: Rice-Single crop 

Cropping pattern: 

19/ 



The rice rice is raised as a purely rainfed crop 

in the uplands employing drought res,stant/tojerant 

varieties. Sown during April/May with the onset 

of monsoon the harvest will be over by September. 

In limited areas a sesamum crop is raised after 

the harvest of the rice crop. 

Irrigation facilities: Nil 

,,622 Farming situation ULA-.2 

Area: 	Same as that of ULA-.1 
Soil type: 	-do- 
Rainfall : 	-do- 

Cropping pattern: Ta;ioca or other tubers/rainfed 

banana. 

Tapioca and banana are raised in uplands 

Purely as rainfed crops. The taioca setts are 

planted by April-May after the receipt of first 

showers. Varieties of 10 months duration are 

usually peferred. Banana suckers are also separa-

ted from clumps and planted after the receipt of 
showers 	One or two ratooning is usually allowed 

for banana before splitting and separating the 
clumps. 

Irrigation facilities: Nil 

.,63 Perennials 

1.631 Farming situation ULP-1 

Area: 	Similar to ULA 1 9  WLA-5 and WLA-6 
Soil type: 	- do - 
Rainfall 	- do - 

Cropping pattern: Coconut. intercultivated with 

annuals like Tuber, Bonara, Pulses, Vegetables etc, 

Irrigation facilities: Limited. Supplementary 

irrigation facilities only, limited with sources 

. .20/- 
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like wells and small tanks 	Majority of cultivation 
based on rainfall only. 

1.632 Farming situation WLP/A-1 

Area - Similar to WLA-4 

Soil type. 	-do- 
Rainfall 	-do- 

Cropping pattern Arecanut.intcrcultivated with 
annuls like Tubers, Banana, Vegetables etc. 

Irrigation facilities - As in WLA-4. 

1.633 Farming situation ULP-2 

Area 	- Same as in ULP-1 
Soil type 	-do- 
Rainfall 	-dc- 
Cropping pattern 	Coconut intercultivated with 
perennials like Pepper, Cocoa etc. 

Irrigation facilities - As in ULP-1 

1.634 Farming situation ULP-3 

Area - Small homesteads scattered throughout 

the Central Region,' about 3.75 lakhs In number 

of varying extents ranging from 5 ha to a few 
cents. 

Soil type 	Same as in ULP-1 
Rainfall 	- Same as in ULP-1 

Cropping pattern - A mixed cultivationof an 

assorted perennial and annual crops. 

Irrigation facilities - As in ULP1 

1.635 Farming situation ULP-4 

rea: Mainly concentrated in the high ranges 

and upper physiographid region of the zone and 

scattered in isolated patches of the mid lands. 

	21/- 
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Includes large plantations with areas more than 

100 hectares and middle and small plantation rang-
ing from a few cents to 100 hectares aio. The 

total area unde2 this farming situation in the 
zone is about 67,000 ha. 

Soil type: This farming situation IS generally 
associated with forest soils and to a limited 

extent with riverine alluvium and latcrjtes, 

Rainfall: Areas with high rainfali,, well dis-

tributed during the three seasons are preferred 

for adopting this farming situation. The average 

annual rainfall varies from 3700 mm to 2750 mm. 

C:opping pattern: Plantation crops like Rubber, 

Coffee and to limited extent Tea. In the lateri- 

tic region Cashew and Pineapple are also raised 
in about 2400 ha. 

Irrigation facilities: The crops are raised as 

rainfed plantations. In limited areas of Trichur 
District irrigation is 

11 practiced for raising Pineapple, 

1 636 Farming situation ULP-5 

Area:- 	
In the. lower reaches of high lands and 

in the middle lateritic belt of the zone this 

cropping situation is found in isolated patches. 

Scil type: Mainly laterites of poor fertility 

status with no irrigation facilities. ',',Jell drained 
loamy Soils are preferred. 

Rainfall: Same as. that. of in ULP-3 

Cropping pattern: Perennials, essential oil plants 

andtrees. Lemongrass, Palmarosa, Vetiver, Cinnamon 
etc. 
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Irrigation facilities: Nil 

1-637 Farming situation ULP-6 

Area: Scattered patches in the mid land and coastal 
low lands of the region 

Soil.typo: Mainly latei'ites and coastal sandy 
alluvium. 

rainfall: Same as that of farming situation ULP-3 

Cropping pattern: Perennial fruit trees like Mango, 
Jack etc. 

Irrigation facilities: Nil, Raised as rajnfed 
crop only. 

7 Cropping pattern and Major crops 

71 Cropping pattern 

Definite croppi'rg patterns are followed only 

in the case of annual crops, In the uplands where 

perennial crops are raised no rigid pattern of 
intercrops are followed. 

711 Annual crops 	Wet Lands 

1 	RiceRjc:..,FaIlow 2.  
3. •.Rico-Rice-Rice 

4, Rice-Pulses,/vegetablos Fallow 
5, Rjce.5esamumFallow 
6. 

12 Annual crops 	uplands 

1. Rice.-Sesamum 

2. TubQrs/Banana/i(Rjnfod) 

713 Perennial crops - uplands 

1. Coconut intercropped with a variety of annuals 

like vegetables, tubers, rice millets etc 

2. Arecanut intercropped with annuals 
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3. Coconut intercr000d with Perennials like 
pepper, arecanut etc 

4. Homesteads c: a Collection of Perennial and 
annual crops 

5, Plantation crops like Rubber, Tea, C6ffee, 
Cashew and Pineapple 

6. Lemon grass and other essential oil plants and 
tree crops 

7. Fruit trees like Mangoes, Jack etc. mainly as 
homestead crops. 

72 Major crops 

The diversity in the agroc1imato1ogja 

Conditions experienced in the region is reflected 

in the wide range of crops cultivated here. One 

of the features of agriculture in central Kerala is 

its poly culture in which an assortment of annual 
and -perennial crops are raised in the homestead 

gardens with coconut as the pivotal crop. In the 

ow lands rice is grown Predominantly and other 

crop like pulses, oilscods,huJrs and vegetables 
are fitted in the cropping sequence. Uplands 

generally suppot a Poly crop of perennials 

and annual. In higher elevations chills &. 
hillocks) except in the case of plantation, 

crops like rubber, coffee, cardam'n, tea, etc. 

are raised generally as pure crops. 

Rice is the major crop covering nearly. 

half of the total cropped are of the region, 

at the same time accounts for 50 per cent of 

the total area under rice in the state. Other 

important crops raised are coconut, and pulses. 

.24/-. 



Cotton crop in the state is confined to 

the Central Region, so also more than 95 

per cent of the area under 9±oundnut in 

the state is located in the Palghat Disticr 

of the region. Vegetables are widely 

raised in river banks and lake beds. 

	

11.721 	Area under major crops in Central 

Region and percentage share to the State 
are presented in Table 1. 

	

1.722 	Production, percentage to state 

production and Productivity of major craps 

in Central Region are given in Table 2. 

	

1.723 	Crop Wise area under irrigation in 

Central Region are presented in Table 3 

.25/- 
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T/BLE 

AR EA  UNDER 	IMPORTANT 	CROPS 	IN 	CENTRAL 	ZONE 	(1984-35) 

CT O ETnakulam 

(In hactaxs) 

Trichur 	Paighat 
Total 	PeTcentage to 
Region 	the State 

1. Autumn 36690 35576 06339 158605 

2, WintQx 38422 49705 78006 166133 

3. Summer 14071 17259 1967 33297 49.20 

Total 69183 102540 166312 356035 

5 9 1682 1696 93.08 

2 29 817 848 70.67 

[cha-o cereals 136 76 1789 2003 81.42 

0 aS 1395 2440 8662 12497 43.54 

ocana 	(Gui) 50 5 2690 2745 35.02 

PD er 6192 3760. 165 11637 11,00 

hi lies -- 3 187 190 18,98 

rig ex 2282 96 410 2788 19,16 

L2mai1c 626 149 290 1065 36,02 

tal Nut 5727 6201 2170 14098 24.83 

mind 741 1460 2999 5200 46.04 

Thngo 4595 4550 5752 14697 24.86 

Thck 3942 3644 3844 11430 19.68 

2145 1577 1773 5500 34.11 

Thei Plantain 3333 3273 2404 9010 25.52 

Thjund Nut 11744 11744 99.32 

?uconut 22954 54030 60881 137665 20,80 

34319 11019 13013 58351 18,70 

ineapple 589 344 202 1135 23.46 

	26/ 
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TABLE - 2 

PRODUCTION OF IMPORTANT CROPS IN CENTRAL ZONE (19134 1 65) 

(In tbnnes) 

Crop 

6± 

Ernakulam Trichui Falghat 
Total. 
Region 

Percentage; 
to state 
production 

Productivity 

. Autumn 62011 42606 196006 300623 54.75 1695 Kg/ha 

2, : inter 64402 73820 1524 289834 53,68 1745 Kg/ha 

. Summer 22706 3947 2940 56593 33.68 1700 Kg/ha 

Total : 149199 147361 350470 647050 51.52 

Jowa :2  3 866 871 94.16 514 Kg/ha 

Ragi 2 24 671 697 69.70 022 Kg/ha 

Other Cereals 87 50 1286 1423 78.66 710 Kg/ha 

Pulses 999 1742 6209 9030 44,29 723 Kg/ha 

Sugarcane (GUR) 260 29 13961 14270 33.39 5202 Kg/ha 

Poppa 1 547 677 253 1 ,137 8.87 120 Kga 

Dry Chillies --- 3 164 167 18.29 879 Kg/ha 

Div Ginger 7385 156 986 8527 20.67 3059 Kg/ha 

Cured Turmeric 1125 233 523 1881 36.27 1766 Kg/ha 

Octal  INut 1089 1071 372 2532 27,31 180 	(Ns. in 
000) 

179600 
Tamarind 1005 3038 7821 11864 50,38 2282 Kg/ha 

Longo 12025 20070 41898 73993 38.27 4967 Kg/ha 

:ck 	(Nos-in 000)16939 13810 14573 45330 19.84 3966 Nos, 

Banana 26465 17594 12446 56505 29.00 10274 Kg/ha 

L'thex Plantain 16392 7194 11542 35120 24,80 3899 Kg/ha 

Ground Nut --- 11697 11679 99,39 994 Kg/ha 

LCOflUt 
nas. 	n million)  363 297 76 7 36 21.31 5469 Nos, 

Lubber 21727 7507 6679 36113 19,11 619 Kg/ha 

:24 neaopie 6491 2864 2461 11816 19.74 	10411 Kg/ha 

27/— 
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T A 8 L C TABLE - 3  

Central Regions  Kerala - Area under Irriqation Cropwise 1980-81  

(ha)' 

DI 5101 CT 

0r 0E 
	 Ernakujam 	Trichui 	Paighat 	Total 

12 tables 

Ooconut 

- racanut 

	

70100 
	

48409 	91461 	21 09 2 970 

	

6 	330 	273 	609 

	

77 	 77 

	

7046 	29719 	1972 	33,735 

	

696 	6243 	774 	7,713 

L,Lcva, Nutmeg 	437 	106 	5 	540 
HOnnamon 

condiments and spicas 

i-nnna 

2otal leaves 

U, 	j  can a 

32 

664 

11 

1 

2780 

	

609 	166 	807 

	

660 	582 	1,906 

	

45 	4 	60 

	

5 	659 	665 

	

1374 	1540 	5,694 

81773 	87575 	97436 	2,66,704 
	 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

:2cc 
	

Statistics fox planning - Diractoxato of Economics and Statistics, 

Govainmont of Kerala, 1983. 
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1. 8. 	General agricultural pioblems of the agro- 

cljmatial zones. 

Costal area - low elevation - high rainfall, 

Rice 

The first crop of rice is usually dry 

broadcasted, during April, May with expectations 

of South West Monsoon early showers. Duo to de-

layed IMonsoon, the first crop is affected by 

flooding during vectative phase and second crop 

during the reproductive phase due to drought. 

Lack of high yielding varieties suitable for dry 

Sowing, and technology for application of ferti-

lizers under dry sown conditions and wood manage-

ment under the situations are other constraints 

to rice production. As the field will be flooded 

during the early part of second crop season 

planting and fertilizer application is also 

difficult, 

Coconut 

Dearth of organic matter in the coastal 

tract stand in the way of adoption of the ruco-

mmended dose of organic manures in the sandy 

soil tract. As the monsoon is severe, farmers 

find it difficult to contain the applied ferti-

lizers. The second split of fOxtilizCr application-
is 

ppLieaticy

is- also made difficult if the North East Monsoon 

is delayed or meagre. The attack of palms by 

Nphantis, and red palm weevil and diseases like 

stem bleeding and root wilt aso affect- nut 

Productivity in certain areas, 

Pd505 : 

Pulses raised in trio rice follows are gene-

rally affected by draught and inherent soil acidity 

problem. The high rate of labour iiagos existing in 

this region is another limiting faator for extensive 

pulse cultivation. 

. • . . .29 
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Tapioca 

Lack of high v40cJ 3  siot dluxatiorl  Varieties 

Suitable for thzj ico foflows in the main d aw-bck 

for extending the ora en (lei,  tapioca under this farming 
situation,' 

Banana 

As there is cood domand fox banana hunches locally 

marketing the some Ia not a problam, bu lock of suitable 

areas without prolonged witer logging i this- low eleva-

tion situaLion in the main constraint for raising this 

crop, The high speed of cocotal wind also lead to crop 

damage at heading stage. •Prtection by providing propping 

has becorno acostly practice. Lock of irrigation facili-

ties during summer months and the spread of diseases like 

Kokkan and Bunch./ .top are the other pxcblams encountered 

by the farmers, 

1.0,2. Coastal area - low oleyatlo - saiLiio hydromorphjc soil - 

high rainfall 

This situatiofl covering an area of is confined to 

Ernckulorn District 	A theEc arc COfl:C under the 
purview of tt speci33 zone of Kayaln with problematic 
soil condition, 	the conatraints in pro- 

duction are piovldaj in te sumca- y of the report •Por 
Special zone, 

1&.3 Modium_ Elevatjui - high rainfall: 

This s;tuatio,,j choxacterisod by hlsh rainafl and 

medium elevation and ía one of the major agxo-climatolo_ 

gical farmfng oituatier1  of the Ccntral Zoc, 

Rice L 

As in the cas of situation - I, the c<tremo depen-

dance on rainfed farming makes the rice forming vul-

nerable to vagories of the nature. There is scardty 

for irrigation water and drought is cXPOxiencod during 

the later period of -,r d crop. 
BanpilariapiccE 

The torentiol roins reroived el=ipgUhe short period 
of 90 days from 0üo to August under the situati6n leads 

to water log,c- - g for shot periods in low lands causing 

damage to these c::z;,, - ; - u6 lack of plopex,  dranage 
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facilities during the peak monsoon period is the 

main constraint in production. 

Pepper : 

Popper crop is also affocted by temporary water 
logging. The quick—wilt diseasis prosont in this 

situation causing heavy damage to pepper vines. 

1,8.4. High elevation -,high xainfoll : 

As in the case of situation 3, this farming 

situation also covers the development blccks of the 

three district of the Zone, 

Rico : 

Even though irrigation sources are available the 

first crop rice is still raised as rainfcd and drought 

is experienced during the early part of the crop period. 

As flooding invariably follows after the monsoon break, 

it is not possible for timely upplicatior of basal fer-

tilizers and manures. As the cropping intensity is 

high, scarcity of labourer is experienced during peak 

season, causing problem in adopt5;n of improved acri— 
	p 

cultural techalo 	Kcoturnundakan system - of rice 

cultivation is practised in parts of this area due to 

the exhorbitant rice in labourer wages and this has 

lead to dccJ4no in total crop yields and increased 

pest and disease problcms. 

Pulses/Vegetables/Sesamum : 

These crops are roised as catch crops only in 

limited areas in rice follows due to high rota of 

labour wages prevalent in this area. 

Coconut 

The rootwilt disease of coconut is spreading in 

this area. As no suitable remedial measures are 

identified, yield dcine in coconut palms are noticed. 

Groundnut 

Lack of availability of good quality seeds suitable 

for raising in rico follows and the partially shaded 

conditiona of coconut gaidons arc Glhe main bottlenecks 

.31/— 
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experienced in extension of area cndor this crop. 

Difficulty in marketjnr the pods are also reported by 

farmers as a xcason for not raising the crop in this 
areas. 

Vegetables : 

Farmers axe reluctant to extend the area under 

pulses duo to the higher cost of labour and difficulty 

in marketing the perishable vegetables which come to 

maturity at the some pcxiod 

1 .8.5. High elevation low lands with medium rainfall : 

The situation comes under the Paighat gap tract of 

Kerala and is popularly known as"The rice bowl of Kerala" 

Rice * 

Inadequacy of organic manures in this tract limits 

organic manure application to the crop during all 

seasons; which has resulted in depletion of organic 

matter in soils  The lack Of ava ilability of high yielding 
varieties suitable for dry sowing during Kharif season 

is another production cunstxaint experienced in this 

situation, Non availability of lobruxr-xs during peak 

season and exhoxhitont wage hike prompt many farmers 

to adopt less tillage which causes docline in crop 
yield. 

Lack of improved varieties with synchronized 

flowering character is the main bclenecks for farmers 

for extension of area under pulse crop. 

1.8.6. High elevation law rainfall 

This situation is located in the rain shadow areas 

of Palghat district. Severe drought being experienced 

from December to May is the major constraint to pro—

duction in this situation, The non—availability of high 

Yielding varieties of crops suitable for the drought 

prone area is another important constraint, Lack of 

inproved technology fox the dxy farming tract is a major 

research gap in dry farmin situations, 
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1.8.7. Medium elevation - Block soil - Law rainfall : 

This situation is confined to the black soil 

tract of Chittur Taluk of Paighat D±stiict and 

it occupies an area of 20,C27 hectares. 

Rise 

The soils become problematic during 2nd crop 

season duo to sulphide injury. The ill drained 

soil conditions of this heavy texture black soil 

prduces toxic gases soon after the transplanting 

of rabi—rice thich damage the crop very much. In 

certain areas Zinc deficiency is noticed. 

Sugarcane : 

Proper improved technology for raising sugar—

cane in the Chittur area is lacking. At present 

the r€-.commendations of the Coimbatore tract of 

Tanil Nadu is followed in this area. Lack of 

irrigation facilities is another constraint in 
production. 

Cotton I. 

Lack of high yielding varieties suitable for 

this location is the main constraint. 

Greundaut : 

Lack of improved strains suitable 'or ring 

under the dry farming conditions of the tract is 

the main lacuna and constraint to production. 

The 1 t±kka' leaf spot disease is another factor 

which causes yield decline in this crop. 

High ranges - Law rainfall : 

The Attappedi block of Palghat District 

covaring an area of 22,500 hectaxes comes under 

preview of the situation, As this comes under 

the territory of the high ranges zone, the 

details arc, dealt with the summary of the report 

for that zone. 

. .33/- 
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1.9. 	Existing Research Stations in the Zone 

The following research Stations ore located in 

this region even befoxo the start of the NARP project 

catering to the needs of farming. community. 

Sla_ Station 	Location 	Responsibility for Research No. 

be? ore NA R P.- 	after NA JR P 

• Regi. Agri. Res,-  
Station, Pattarnbj Pottambj Rice 	Rice based far- 

ming systems, 
Pulses, oilsoocL, 
soil manogcmofl: 
in addition to 
rice fJoseaxr, 

2. AgrI. Res t  Station 
flannuthy and Instru- Monnuthy 
ctional Farm, 
Vojlanjkkara 

RIce 
Sub Centre for 
RARS, Pattambi & 
Problem areas of 
Kole In Irlchtjr, 
Oil seeds. 

• Eruthempathy 
Sub Centre 

4. Agronomj Res.  
Station, 
Chalakudy. 

5. Banana Rescaich 
Station, Kannara, 

6. Medicinal and 
Axomatic Res, 
Station, Odkk]j, 

• Livestock Res 
station, 
Thixuvizhamkunnu 

Eruthempathy 

Chalo kudy 

Kannaxa 

Ocjakkajj 

W3t cx 
Management 

Banana 
Pineapple 

Lemongrass 

Rice, Gxoundnu-
Pulses dry 
farming. 

Water Management 

Banana and 
Pineapple. 

Medicinal Plants 

Thu uviz ham- 
kunnu. Livestock 

Uvstock 
fodder, 
Agi of ox ostxy. 
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1.9. 	Laison with sister organisations 

The following research centres/development units/ 
state department institutes are operating in this 
region. 

51.No. Name of the Station/Institute Crops/Aspects of Research/ 
DLvolopment 

1,, Central Plantation Crop Research 
Unit Sub Centre, Kannara. 

Aiccanut and Aiccanut based 
farm system. 

2. Central Maxine Fisheries Research 
Institute, 	Ernakujam. Maxicultuxo 

Central Institute of Fish Techno- 
logy, Cochin. Fisheries Technology 

4. Kexale Forest Research Institute, 
Poechi, Trjchux. Forestry. 

5, Kerala Engineering Research 
Institute, 	Peechi. 

Irrigation and Axicultural 
Machinery. 

6.  Command Area Development Agency, 
Trichur. 

Command Area Management 

7.  National Bureau of Plant Genetic 
Resource, Regional Station, 
Vellanikkara, Trichur. 

Germ Plasm collection 

Coconut Development Boaid, 
Cochin Coconut Development. 

P..-551/- 
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dUB PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND STRENGTHENING  
Physical and Financial: 

With the implementation of the project, purchase of 

new equipments, vehicles, undertaking civil works, recruit-

ment of scientific ans support staff etc. has been effected 
the details of which are furnished below: 

2. 1. Staff Positions: 

Staff sanctioned and appointed prior to and after 

starting NARP in the central region are given below: 

Si. 
No. 

Incremental staff sanctioned & in 
position as on 26.-11.86 

Category 

(1) 	(2) 

(a) Scientific posts 

Sanc-
tioned 

(3) 

In posi.. 	vacant 
tion as on 
26-11-1 86 

(4) 	(5) 

Pattanibi 

1. Professor, Plant Breeding 	1 	1 
Associate Director 

2. Professor of Soil Science 	1 	1 
3. Associate Professor (Agron.) 2 	1 
4. Associate Professor 	i 

(Agrl. Economics) 

5. Associate Professor 	i 
(Agri./soil conservation) 

6. Assistant Professor(Agro) 	2 	1 
7. Assistant Professor 	i 	1 	- 

(Plant Breeding) 

8. Assistant Professor 	i 	1 	- 
(Entomology) 

9. Assistant Professor 	2 	1 
(soil Science) 

10. Assistant Professor 	.1 	- 
(Agri.. Economics) 

11. Assistant Professor 	1 	- 
(Extension) 

12. Assistant Professor 	1 	1 
(Horticulture) 

13. Assistant Professor 	1 	1 
(Bio-Chemistry) 

14. Assistant Professor 	1 	1 
(Agri. Engineering) 

36/- 
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( 1 ) 	(2) 
	

(3) 
	

(4 ) 
	

(5) 

Man nut h1 

1. Associate Prof?sor 
(Agronomy) 

2. Associate Professor 
(Plant Breeding) 

3. Assistant Professor 	1 	- 
(Agri. Engineering) 

Erutheampathy  

1. Associate Professor 	1 	1 
(Agronomy) 

2. Assistant Professor 	1 
(Plant Breeding) 

(b) Ac3niinistrtive & Supporting Posts 

Pattnbi 

1. Administrative Officer 

2. stenographer 
(Typist Gr.II) 

1 
2* 
(*) 

1 

1 
One post 
Mannuthy. 

- 
1 

shifted to 

3, 	Duplicator Operator 1 1 

4, 	Laboratory Attender 2 2 

5. 	Driver 2 2 - 
6. 	Tractor driver 1 1 

Mannuthy 

1. 	Design Engineer 1 - 1 

2. 	Senior Grade Tachnician 1 - 1 

3. 	Senior Grade flraFtsman 1 - i 
4. 	Stenographer (Typist Gr.II) 1 1 

5. 	Technician Gr.III 1 1 

6. 	Attender 2 2 

.rut he amp a t hy 

1. 	Agri. Demonstrator 2 2 
(Farm Assistant) 

2, 	Peon 1 1 
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2.1.2 POSITION IN RESPECT OF STAFF PRIOR TO 'NARP1  

(1) 	(2) 

(a) Scientific Posts 
Pattambi 

(3) 

6 
ii 

9 

(4) 	(5) 

6 

2 	9 

1 	8 

1.  

2.  

3.  

(b) 

Associate Professor 

Assistant Professor 

Junior Assistant Professor 

Administrative & Supporting 

1. Section Officer 2 2 
2. Senior Office Superintendent 1 1 
3. Office Superintendent (FC&) 1 1 
4. Farm Supervisor(vety.) Gr.I 1 1 
5. Farm Supervisor (Agr) Gr.II 3 3 
6. Senior Grade Assistant 5 5 
7. Assistant Gr.I 3 3 
S. Assistant Gr.II 1 1 
9. Technician Gr•I 1 1 
10. Technician Gr.III 1 1 
11. Typist, Senior Grade i 1 
12. Typist Gr.II 1 
13. Farm Assistant, Senior Grade 3 3 
14. Farm Assistant, Gr.I 5 5 
is. Farm Assistant Gr.II 9 9 	- 
16.  Farm Assistant Gr.I (Vety.) 1 1 
17.  Laboratory Assistant Gr.II 1 1 
18.  Laboratory Assistant Gr.II 

(Hr.) 4 4 
19. Laboratory Assistant Gr.III 4 4 
20. Peon 	(Hr.Gr.) 	(300-450) 3 3 
21. Peon 	(Hr.Gr.) 	(290..-425) 1 1 
22. Peon (280-400) 1 1 
23. Regular Mazdoor (Hr.Gr.) 12 12 

(300-450) 
24, Regular Mazdoor 	286-400) 6 6 
25. Regular Mazdoor (290425) 2 2 	- 
26.  Watchman (Hr.Gr.) 	(290425) 1 1 
27.  Watcher/watchman (280-400) 3 3 
28. Sweeper (280-400) 1 1 
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Driver (Hr.Gr.I) 1 1 

Driver 	(Gr.II) 1 1 

Head Peon 4 4 

Associate Professor (Agro.) 1 1 

Assistant Professor (Dot.) 1 1 

Junior Assistant Professor 3 

29.  

30.  

31.  

Mannut 

1.  

2.  

3.  

- 

-.38- 
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2.2 FARM DEVELOPMENTS: 

Under Farm Development the existing main irrigation 

and drainage chanel were deepened, widened and silt removed. 

Desiting and deepening of one irrigation tank was done and 

provided with motor and pump. Farm road at Vth block were 

strengthened for easy transport of tractor to the field. 

Premises of the main Office building were beautifie6 by 

planting fresh ornamental plants and arranging potted plants. 

2.3. BUILDINGS 

The building works are carried out under tne supervi-

sion of the Engineering wing of the University headed by the 

Director of Physical Plant. The details of the Civil Horks 

undertaken under HARP are furnished below: 

Si. 	Particulars 
Ho. 	of Building 	Date 

RARS, Pattarnbi 	of 
start 

Area 

(M 2) 

Sanctioned 

Cost Area 

( 2 
rn) 

Cost 

1 Laboratory 16-7--84 780.58 12,00;000 874.05 11,84,242.98 
Buildings 

2.  Staff Quarters 13-383 2x165 3,00,000 2x 
V type - 	2 nos. 165.36 1,94,702.91 

3.  Staff Quarters 31-383 2x110 3,00,000 218.85 5,46,908.23 
IV type duplex 

4.  Staff Quarters 31-3--83 2x59 1,25,000 120.57 1,54,587.27 
II type duplex 

"".39/- 
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(1) 	(2) 	(3)  

5. Farm Buildings 

a*Glass house 	29-11-84 

(4) 

40 

(5) 

47, 000 40 

(7) 

1,70, 332.74 b. Green house 	29-12-84 75 70,000 75 
a. Net  house 	28-1--84 
d. Seed store 

drying yard 	20-11-84 
e. Fertilizer 

store 	19-9---84 

40 

10.1 

41.5 

36,000 

92,000 

36,000 

40 

104 

41.5 

9,00,030.77 

45,521.72 
f. Sales counter 19-9-84 
g. Implement & 

40 36,000 40.7 511518,95 
Tractor shed 	19-9--84 137 88 000 103 99,160.54 

h. Jeep shed 	20-11-84 
i. Meteorological 

43 39000 43.8 47,674.20 

Laboratory 	15-11-84 100 1,20,003 100 1,44,154.00 
SUB CENTRE, MANNUTHY 

Field Lab, 175 2,60,000 172.12 3,21,515.7r' 
Quarter-" type V 165 2,16,000 165 2,61,797. 5: 
Cement purchase (82-83) 

1,44,000.0:.. 

3.4, 56, 147.53 

504 Equipments  

Additional equipments were purchased after starting 

the NARP to the extent of budget availability to meet the 

demands andrequirements of various disciplines in a limited 

way. The purchase of equipments is carried out observing 

the store purchase rules framed by the Government of Kerala. 

Prior approval of the ICAR is always taker before procuring 
equipments costing above Rs.51000/- A list of equipments 
Purchased year wise is given in Appendix-I 

..1 Books and Periodicals 

The Regional Agricultural Research Station has a good 

collection of library books. A brief account of books pur-
chased under NARP is given in Appendix-Ii. 

	40/- 
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2.4.2. Transport 

with a view to. increase transport faciities in farm 

and for the Station the following items were purchased. 

1.  HMT Zeter Tractor with accessories 	- 1,05,643.01 

2.  Kuboto Power Tiller with 
accessories 	- 44,930.76 

3.  Mini Bus 	 - 1,91,053.00 

4.  Ambassador Car 	- 79,157.00 

Financial  

The year wise expenditure for each head for the 

period from 1/11/81 to 26-11-86 is given in appendix-Ill. 

Technical  

The technical aspect is given the top most priority. 

Since there is.close co-ordination with the Dc-pa±tment of 

Agriculture, it is possible to get quick information about 

the genuine problems faced by the farmers. Detaileddiscus-

sions on the problems are made in the T and V monthly work-

shops, six-monthly regional workshops and in annual kisari 

melas where officers from the Department of Agriculture and 

Scientists of the Station participate. Location Specific 

problems are thus identified. The technical programme is 

chalked out in such a Way that the findings will have a 

direct bearing on the problem faced by the farmers in the 

farming situation concerned. 

2,6. 1.Objectives  

The National Agricultural Research Project hasbCen 

formulated by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 

to strengthen the research activities in the different agro-

cUmatic regions through state Agricultural Universities. 

This sub-project envisages the integrated development 

of the central region with a view to maximise the producti-

vity and farm income by intensifying research on various 

crops and cropping system. The aim of such regional research 

works is to tackle location specific problems Ln the agro-

climatic regions in a more effective manner. Apart from 

/ 
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carrying out research activities, the project also aims at 

establishing strong functional linkages between the research 

and extension agencies at the regional level. The National 

Agricultural Research Project of the Central region caters 

to the research needs of Paighat, Trichur and Ernakularn 
Districts. 

2.7. Research mandate 

The Research activities of the Regional Agricultural 
Research Station are spread over six disciplines of Plant 
Breeding, Agronomy Soil Science, Entomology Plant Pathology 

and Social Science, The Station is actively engaged in in-

tensive research with a multi disciplinary approach on rice 

prqduction technology and improvement of pulse production. 

1. 	
The lead functions assigned to the Regional Agril. 

Research Station, Pattarnbi are ifltefl5j 	research on rice, 
Pulses and oilseeds and rice based farming systems. The 

Station will also function as an advancd centre for studies 
onlaterite soil management. 

i 	Formulation of technical programme 	- 

The technical programme of work incorporating the 

location specific problems and recommendations made at zonal 

Research Advisory Council and monthly T&V workshops, drafted 

by the head of research Stations and schemes is disáUssed in 

detail at the meeting convened by the Associate Director for 

this purpose at the zonal headquarters. The Scientist coil-

corned with the crops and disciplines from the research 

Stations and colleges, officers of the D.O.A, participate, 

discuss and finalise the research programmes for different 

stations and schemes. These are placed before ZARC for 

discussion and adoption before submission to Director of 

Research for final approval at the concerned Co-ordination 

group and Faculty Research Committee Meeting. The proposals 

or farm trials are finally approved at the state level 
Technical COmmq tte6 Meeting. The approved technical pro-
gramme of work is communicated to concerned Scientist for 

incorporation and revision if any for further implementation. 

	42/- 
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The Sciontific st'afrs has been appraised of the 

NARP objectives. The research programmes have been revised 

in the light of NARP objectives to give multidisciplinary 

approach for solving location specific and need based pro-

blems. Field day, Agricultural seminar, joint field visits, 

group discussion, frequent visits of extension personnel, 

to research stations etc. served to give feed back to the 

Scientists. Based on this the scientist recast research 

programmes for succeeding reasons after giving priority on 
location specific problems. 

The time lag in holding the Faculty Research Committee 
• Meeting and State Level technical Committee Meeting delay 

the implementation of project in the proper time. since the 

Scientist have to give more attention to the location' sci-
±ic and problem oriented' research only a little time is 

ayable for basic researh. 

Fsoarch Extension Linkages  

Linkages with D.O.A.  

The research staff in the zone and the Officers of 

D.O.A. are meeting periodically at various forums to discuss 

the location spcific problems and "to fix priorities of 

research and extension. Six resource personnels from this 

station are participating in the T & V monthly workshops of 

Palghat, Mal.appuram, Ernakulam and Kohikode ditricts. 

There are regularly held for two days in every month for 

each of the four districts. Besides th-e monthly' workshop 

they are also'paricipating in the District Technical Com-
mittee meetings of the T&V programme. The monthly' workshops 

of the Paighat arid 'Malappuram districts are being convened 

at: this station. Besides, at the request of the Departmental 

extension personnels the' scientists of this station are 

conducting field visits for offering technical advice to 

overcome the field problems under the Diagnostic team of 
'&v programme. 

	43/- 
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Programme 	Number during period from 1981-86  

T&V workshops 	 48 
Diagnostic teams 	 32 
Special training 

programmes 	 35 

2..2.Linkage with other research organisation 

Contacts were established whenever required with ICAR 
institutions, Rubber Board Centre, for water Resoarces Deve-
lopment and Management (CWRDM) and Tamil Nadu Agricultural 
University, Coirnbatore. 

9.3.Linkage with input agencies 

This station is supplying breeder seed to NSC, Depart-
mental seed farms and to local farmer's of the area. Good 
relationship, were established with firms like cynamids, 
FACT, Madras fertilizer, IFFCO, Mysoore phosphats etc. In 
the monthly T&V workshops input agencies are also participated. 

Monthly workshop and ZRAC meetings 

Monthly workshop under T&V is corducted for two days 
for formulating messages to the farmer: for each fortnight. 
The crop situations, problems in the field etc. are discussedl. 
and solutions suggeLc-d. The workshop L attended by Officers 
of DOA, Resource Personnel, input agencies and Scientist of 
other research organisations. These workshops also function 
as a venue to present the field problems to the scientists 
and to get necessary technical advice. 

The Zonal Research Advisory Council (ZC) meetings 
are being organised regularly twice in a year, one for the 
kharif and the other for the Rabi seasons. This attended 
by Officers of the department of Agriculture of the zone 
resource personnel, Scientists of Research Stations of the 
Zone and Agricultural Collegeesearch and extension :pro-
grammes of the zone is reviewed in the meeting and future 
programme-s suggested. The conduct of farm trials are dis-
cussed in this forum and got approved by the State Technical 
Committee under the Chairmanship of the Director of Agriculture. 
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So far, nine ZRZC meetings have been conducted as detailed 
below 

• •. 	Date (s) 	No. ofarticants 

First 	4--5---1982 	:8 
Second 	11-1----1983 	51 
Third 	24-6---1983 	4-4 
Fourth 	17-1----1984 & 	97 

18-1---1984 
Fifth 	17-8-1984 & 	82 

18-8--1984 
Sixth 	1---2--1985 & 	104 

22--1985 
Seventh 	22-1-4986 & 	102 

23-1-1986 
Eightth 	5--9--1986 & 	90 

6--9-.-1986 
Nineth 	28-7---1987 & 	85 

29-7--1987 
95• EXTENSION ATIVITIES 

5.1. I<r.ishi Vi9jan Kendra (K.V.K.)  

A Krishi Vigjan Kendra is operating in the R.A.R.S, 

Pattambi campus catering to the needs of the farming commu-

nity, The centre has organised a number of training pro-

grammes and undertook several extension activities the 
details of which are as shown under 

2.9.5.2. Trainiri9 programmes as on 31-7-186  
No. of 

Batches partici- 
pants 

1. State level training programme on 	19 	392 
rice production technology 

2, State level training programme on 	1 	18 
pest and disease surveillance 

3. State level training programme on 	14 	322 
pulse production technology 

4. Training programme on bee keeping 

5. In-service training programme for 	13 
	

296 
Agricultural Demonstrators 
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6, Field. training course for final 	18 	206 
year D..A.SC. students of the 
Institute of Agrl.. Technology, 
Tavanur. 

7. Classes on rice breeding for post 	5 	84 graduate students cf ruvayurappan 
College, Calicut, St. Joseph's College, 
Devagiri and Govt. College, Pattambi. 

Village adoption programme  

Village adopted - Thrtha1a and Keezhayoor 

Adaptive trials - 8 nos, 

9,54•programmes Implemented - 

1. Social forestry programme 
2. Farm trials 	16 nos. 
3. Annual health camp - 8 nos 
4 	Group discussion 42 nos. 

)55• Lab-to-Land programme  

1. Demonstrations - 10 

2. Scientification plot for coconut and banana - 10 
3. Bee keeping units 6 

4. Group dUSCUSSiOnS weekly meetings - 4 
5. Value of inputs distributed to the families 

(1985-86) 	Rs.13,983.50 
35,6. Kissan me-la, Kr.is'i darsan and Rice days - 9 nos. 

No. of farmers participated - 4200. 

O. 	Research facilities and achievements prior to NARP 
implementation. 

Li 0 	 Prior to NARP the station has got laboratory foci- 

lities for Agricultural Chemistry, Plant Pathology, 

Entomology, Agronomy and Botany. A scheme for irrigating 

the farm with Bharathapuzha water has also been initiated 

by Minor irrigation Department. The station has also got 

residential quarters and teachers hostel. A small library 

with important Scientific books and journals were also 

available earlier, 
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110. 2. 1O2. 	Major contributions of the station before the imple- 

mentation of the NARP are summarised below 

a) Fortyone improved paddy str.ain - Aryan to Bharathi. - 
have been released from the station of which 34 are 

evolved by selection from among the popular local 

varieties and seven by hybridisation. This seven 

High Yield Varieties with their wide adaptability to 

different agroclimatic regions have played an important 

role in stepping up rice production in the state. 

b) For increasing Nitrocen use efficiency it is recomrnendd 

to apply nitrogen as sulphur coated urea or placement 

in mud balls or as ureabriquets. Incubating urea with 

moist soil or blending urea with neem cake can also 

increase the efficiency of nitrogen. 

C) So increase productivity of old rice seedlings deep 

and bunch planting were found effective. 

d) Bavistin 50. W.P. has been found, as the best systemic 

fungicide against rice blast. Similarly against Dithane 

Z78 was found effective against brown spot disease. 

e) Two covea varieties Kanakamony PTB-1 and Krishnan-tony 
(PTB2) were released from this station. 

f) Leaf scald disease of rice (Rhynchosporium aryzee) was 

'first reported from this station. 

g) Most of the local tall indica.varieties released from 

this station namely PTB18, PTB-21, PT-33 are resistant 

to major pests of rice and these has been accepted as 

donors of resistance to pests and are utilised by breed-
ers all over India and abroad. 
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2.11 	Significant research achievements 

2.11.1,Rice 

2.11.1.1 Crop Impr overlie. jt: 

Rice research conducted in the Crop improvement 
division of Re.ional Agricultural Research Station, 
Pattambi during the period under report, resulted in 
identifying three promising ride varieties. They are 
Suvarnärflodan (Pm 42), Swarnapraha (Pm 43) and Reshmi 
(Pm 44), These varieties were well accepted by the 
cultivators and consumers and released for large scale 
cultivation The following table gives an account of 
the description and yield data. 

Description of the newly released rice varieties 
front Pattarnbi 

Percent:'., Dur ritofl Plant 	Average 
cype 	yield 

t/ha 

Selctio 115-420 5mitall 
from 
ARC 11775 

x 100-110 Semitall 
Triven! 

Gamma ray 150--180 ml 1 
induced 
mutant of 
Oorpandy 

Variety 

1. Suvarna-. 
Tn od an 

(PTB 42) 

2. Swarna-
prabha 

(Pm 43) 
3. Rc-shmi 

(Pm •44) 

Grain 
type 

	

2.60 	Long 
bold 

	

3.08 	Long 
bold 

	

3.00 	Short 
bold 

"Suvarnarnodan" having 115-420 days duration with 
white kernel is suitable for dry sown Conditions. It 
is of medium tall stature and moderately resistant to 
Pests and diseases. 

'Swarriaprabba" is a medium or intermediately tall 
variety with short duration and white kerne-lied. This 
variety can be cultivated during all the three seasons 
and is also suitable for the rriodafl  lands (uplands). NPK 
levels above 70:35:35 are not recommended. It is resis-
tant to blast, moderately resistant to stem borer and 
succ-ptib1e to sheath blight and bacterial loaf blight 
and moderately resistant to drought. 
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Reshrni, a tall, typical season-bound variety having 
red kernel. It is suitable for growing in the second crop 
SeasOn (Rabi), tolerant to salinity, suitable for Kooturnun-
dakan  system as eMundajcan variety. Low NTPK levels of 
4020:20 kg/ha only are recommended. 

Red Triveni selection of this station has out yieldcd 
Triveni in the trials conducted at Research Station as well 
as farm trials in Malappuram and Trichur districts. 

There are 9 promising pre-release culturesfrorn the 
Regional Agricultural Research Station, Pattambi now under 
minikit and adaptive trials. 

Out of these only two cultures namely, the red kernel-
led cul t  23332-2 and the white kernelled cul.1727 (Photo 3) 
are recommended for trials in all areas and all seasons. 
Cul.1727 has out yielded IRRI variety IR-36 by 0.5 T/ha in 
43 locations tried in 18 countries during 1983-84, and ocu-
pied third position in yield trials of 1984-85. 

Cul. 1-5-4 is a long duration type with plant height 
similar to Jaya and duration similar to Mashoori. This white 
kernelled type given stable yields under low NPK levels also 
and can be tried in Virippu and mundakan seasons. 

Cul. 745 and Cul; 	ae specifically mcant for high 
altitude areas like Wynad and Idukjci districts. Early goo 
germination and vigorous seedling growth even under cold 
condition are the special trilts of these white kernelled 
cultures. 

cul. BR 51-315-4 and Cul. BR 52-96-3 are two white 
kernelled cultures found to he suitable for temporarily 
flooded and submerged situations in virippu season. These 
showed good performance under rntoon±ng also. 

Cul.841 and cui.871 are season bound tall cultures for 
the mundakan season only. Both the whitc kernelled 841 and 
red kernelled 871 are to be tested and compared with varie-
ties like Co-25, PT3-41  Reshmi, Lakshmi and Kottarakkara_1. 

Brief particulars of all theg& cultures are furnished 
in table. 
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Bjef portirLJors and special features of promi:ip 
lice cultvco fio0 the Regional Aqiicultu13 	Ros orch Station,  

pre-roioaoo 

Culture 	Parentage 	Plant type 

BR 51-315-4 	IR 20 x IR 5 	Semi dwarf 

BR 52-96-3 - 	do - - do - 
745 	IR U x CH 1039 	- do - 

796 	Jaya x CH 1039 	- do 

041 	PTB 15 x co-25' 	Tall 

71 	Co-25 x (Triveni - do - X Vellathil 
Kolappalo) 

23332-2 	Gamma ray mutant 
of MN 54-42 	Semi dwarf 

1-5-4 	T(N)j x Co-25 	- do 

1727 	Ixiveni x 1R2061 	- do - 

Kernel 
Jour 

White 

- do 
- do - 

- do - 
White 

Red 

- do - 

White 

- do - 

Seed to seed 
duration (days) 	Special features 

145-155 	Suitable for situations having temporary submergence 
and flooding during Virippu season, 	Shows good 
ratoon performance also. 

1,15-155 - 	do 	- 
160-165 	Suitable for high qltitudo areas in Liynad and Idukki 

districts. 	Early seed germination and vigorous see- 
dling growth under low temperature. 

160-165 - 	do 

160-Oo 	Season bound caltures suitable for mundakan season 
only. 	Will come to harvest only by January end. 

160-100 - 	do 

110-11 	Leaves broad and dark green, 	Leaf tips will show 
drying just before maturity.. 	Roundish grain with 
good rice recovery. 	Suitable for all the three 
Seasons. 

135-145 	Suitable fox Virippu and Muridakan Seasons. 	Stable 
yield under low NPK level also. 

120-125 	Suitable for all the three seasons, 	Slender 
grains. 
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Under screening programme for drought tolerance in 

short duration series cul.23332-2 was found to be drought 
tolerant1  

-13 1.2. Crop Production 

A. Fertilizer Management 

Pci1ed anelysis of grain yield data of permanent 

manurial experiments with tall indica series from 1961 t 

1985 (25 years) revealed that during virippu (Kharif), Ctti•j 

manure and NPK joint application was significantly superior 

to other treatments recording a 7,6% increase in yield over 

NPK alone. For mundakan season (Rabi) cattic manure + green 

leaves + NPK joint application were significantly superior to 

all others recording an increase of 5.6% yield than NPK alone 

Where as the results in the permanent manurial experi-

ments with dwarf inclica series (Jaya) wich s.arted in 1973 

revealed that cattle manure application alone was significant 

ly superior to all the treatments during Virippu, while it 

was on per with the joint application of cattle manure ± Pi( 

and cattle manure + Green leaves during mundakan. The in- 	4 

crease for cattle manure alone, cattle. manure + NPK and cattle 

manure + green leaves over NPK alone weze:24, 19 and 18% 

during virippu and 12, 11 and 10% during mundakan respectively., 

This result revealed that combined application of organic and 

inorganic fertilizers resulted in a significantly higher rice 
yield. 

b. 	It was found that in places where rice-rice-green 

manure cropping system is in practice, the kharif and rabi 

rice need to be Given 75 per cent of the fertilizer dose 

for each season instead of giving 100 per cent of the dose 
for both the season (Table4) 

C' 	In locations having rice-rice-fallow cropping system, 

application of 50 per cent of the fertilizer dose for Kharif 

and 100 per cent of the close for the rabi rice or 75 percent 

for both the season is sufficient instead of giving 100 per 

cent of the dose for both the seasons, In places where 

application of fertilizers is found to be difficult due to 

local field conditions the former is preferred (Table.5). 
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TABLE — 4  

Grain and Straw yield as affected by fertilizer treatments in a rice— 

rice--Teen man ire cropping system  

Treatments 
Total d.L.id Kg/ha 

Grain Straw 

1984 1955 1906 Pooled mean 1954 1985 1986 Pooled mr 

TI 6225 0545 6276 7115 4037 7394 6060 6100 

T2 5900 8283 6032 6741 4437 7247 6319 6001 

T3 5411 8368 5752 6499 4615 7353 6326 6090 

14 6078 7942 6767 629 5094 7233 6920 641 ' 
15 6140 8217 6370 6909 4596 6036 6667 6033 

16 5541 7137 5921 6200 4535 5274 5230 5013 

• 5984 8185 6042 6737 4537 6435 5775 5502 

TO 6196 7183 6290 6556 7207 5476 5200 5405 

19 5444 7330 6200 6327 4152 6249 6055 5405 

TABLE - 5 

Groin and Straw: yield as affected by fertilizer treatments in a  

rice—rice—foflow croppinq system.  

Treatments 
Total yield Kg/ha 

Grain Straw 

1904 1905 1956 Pooled moan 1904 1905 1906 Pooled moon 

11 7097 0050 7469 7000 6105 7491 6905 6060 
T2 6461 7490 6006 6919 5034 6033 6721 6196 
13 6062 0020 6602 6095 5793 6919 6040 6520 
14 6969 0732 7462 7721 5674 7200 6550 6477 

15 7061 0230 7395 7565 5634 6434 126 6265 

T6 6674 7000 6756 7106 5593 6474 5017 5961 

T7 7115 0295 7003 7764 6527 7520 6439 6045 

TO 6691 7917 6965 7191 5653 6321 6110 6020 

T9 6679 7505 6706 7017 5329 5606 5310 5415 

— - 572.2 497.1 522.4 1175.5 667.1 601.1 
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To develop N management technology for dry sown low 

land rice, an experiment was conducted and the results 

indicated that there are significant difference in grain 

yield due to different treatment. The highest yield was 

recorded in treatment where urea super granules was applied 

with the seed in the same furrow at the time of sowing. 
Applicationg of N fertilizer after first weeding is also 

found to give better yield.  The N fertilizer applied in 

furrow was found to be useful in reducing the weed growth. 
(Table.6). 

	

Co 	 Fertilizer requirement for Mashoori under transplanted 

condition during Kharif season was found to be 50:25:25 kg 

NPK/ha and application of N in 4 equal splits (25% N as basal, 

25% at 20 DAT, 25% at 40 DAT and 25% at 50 DAT was found to 

be the best) (AICRIP report 1984-85). 

	

f.. 	A fertilizer management trial for rice variety MashOori 

reveals that for Mashoori as a transplanted crop during rabi 
season 50:25:25 kg N, P 

2  0  5  and I<20/ha.is sufficient since 

no significant difference in yield can be observed among 

different levels of fertilizers tried. With regard to time 

Of application of 25% N as basal 25% N at 20 DAT and 50% N 

at 40 DAT is found to be the best which is on par with appli-

cation of 50% N as basal, 25% N at 20 DAT and 25% N at 40 

DAT. (AIcRIP report 1983-84, 1984-85). 

Application of carbofuran at the rate of 0.75 kg a!/ha 

in conjunction with urea at the rate of 10 kg 4a by 

broadcasting 20 days after transplanting increases grain 

yield significantly compared to separate application of 

the insecticide and fertilizer (Table. 7) 

Sulphur coated urea is found to be the best form 

for increasing the fertilizer nitrogen use eficiency in 
transplanted rice. 
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Effect of Treatment on qrain yield  

5l,f'Jo. 

1 

Treatments 

Ordinary urea in 3 splits as per package 

I year 

3790 

II Year 

3883 

III year 

2790 

Mean 

3488 
2 Ordinary urea in full basal in corporation 

3523 2787 3190 3167 
Ordinary urea in plough furrow With seeds in same furrow 

2290 3033 3383 3235 
4 Ordinary urea in plough furrow with seeds in alternate furrow 3947 3183 3270 3467 
5 Ordinary urea applied after first weeding 

4120 4103 3120 3781 
6 Urea Super granules and seeds in same furrow 

4447 4223 4667 4446 
7 Urea Super granules and seeds in alternate furrow 

3153 3950 3920 3674 
8 

9 

Urea Super granules applied after first weeding 

ft 

3167 4067 3447 3560 

10 

in plough fuflow after broadcasting seeds 3747 3867 4167 3927 

11 

Neem cake coated urea in plough furrow 
3687 3700 3507 3631 

12 

Enriched form yard manure in plough furrow 
3953 3947 3453 5784 

Control - No fertilizer 
2750 2200 1283 2078 

C.D. 	(0.05) 
1237 493 827 185 

; 
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1. 0.5 Kg/al/ha carbofuran broadcast 

2. 0.75 Kg al /ha 	it 

3. 1.00 Kg/ ai/ha 

4, 0.5 Kg ai/ha calbofuxon broadcast + 
10 Kg N/h3 urea broadcast 

50  0.75 Kg al/ha carbofurn broadcast + 
10 Kg N/ha urea broadcast 

6. 1.00 kg al/ha carbofuran broadcast + 
10 Kg N/ha UiCD broadcast 

7, No carbofuran, 10 Kg N/ha urea Olona 

0. 0.5 Kg al/ha carbofuxan placement 
9. 0,75 Kg al/ha 	H 	 ti 

10. 1.00 Kg ai/ha ii 	ii 

11. 0,5 Kg al/ha 

12 	0.75 Kg al/ha 

13. 1.00 Kg al/ha 
14. No c3Xbofn 

F test 

(J. 

It 

If 

it 

ii 

+ 10 Kg N/he uraa 

+ 10 Kg N/ha 

+ 10 Kg N/ha 

+ 10 Kg N/ha Urea 

0 L o 	1• 

xajfl bid of 1±00 as inflLILc0d b 	olnt 
	

lication of calboftiran and urea 

a t rn en t S Grain yield ( Kg/ha) 

   

Puncho 03 	Puha 04 	Khaijf 03 	Rbj 03 Kole 	Kole 	A.R.,5 	 Av. yield , 	A.R,S, lands 	lands 	Nnnuthy, 	Mannuthy 	
(PooLd) 

 

3500,00 	4153.27 

3250.00 	4122,09 
3625.00 	4394,32 

	

6000,00 	3340,07 	4000.00 	4000,00 	4335.02 

	

7250,77 	3340.06 	4500.00 	4475,00 	4093,46 

	

7050,00 	2909,19 	4250.00 	4000.00 	4572.30 

	

6300,00 	3022,93 	3100oQ 	2700,00 	3700.73 6479,03 	2790,14 	4000,00 	3550,00 	4204.99 6694,00 	2962,20 	4050.00 	4225.00 4402.00 6479,03 	2999,31 	4250.00 	4500,00 	4557.20 6044,00 	3063,41 	4630.00 	4625,00 	4795.60 6094.00 	3247,20 	4750.00 	4050.00 	4935.32 6794.00 	3070.16 	4600,00 	4775,00 	4009,79 6150.00 	2999,31 	3200,00 	3100.00 	306233 

N.5, 	N.5. 	N.S. 	Sig 

	

6600,00 	2925,09 	3500,00 

	

6523.03 	2067.73 	3050 • 00 

	

6600,60 	3363.60 	3900,00 
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T . he The N loss through ammoniavolitilization from the 
submerged rice soils record -J 5.3% of applied N during 
virippu (Kharjf) season and 9.5% during mundakan 

(Rabi) 
season under different sources and metho 
Major portion of 	

ds of application 
the loss to the extent of upto75% occured 

during the 1st 6 days period and then slowly declined. 

Among the different Sources used, Lc Coated urea, urea 

super granules and urea split application helped to reduce 
the loss (Table,8) 

Table- 8 

% Loss to applied N through ,  volatjj500  

Virippu 	Mundaican 
------------- 

1985 1986 1985 	1986 
1. Urea split 

2. Urea full basal 
3. L.C. Urea 

U. S. G. 

4. Neem Coated urea 
---------------- 
Coaltar Urea 

5. Green leaf urea 
6. Gypsum Coated urea 
7. Rock phosphate 

coated urea 

B, WATER MANAGEMENT 

1.86 1.05 3.54 4.3 

1.02 2.79 6.74 8.9 

	

0.87 Not 	Not Not 
tested tested tested 

	

1.11 	3.71 	7.4 
1.99 
	

5.34 	3.95 Not tested 

.. 	8.64 
1.22 0.86 4.94 5.70 

• . 	. . 	9.47 
• . 	.. 	9.53 

a. 

b 

The results from the water management for rice trial 

conducted in a lateritic sandy loam soils of Pattambi 

revealed that for .summer rice, 5 cm. irrigation two days 

after the disappearance of pondeci water from one week 

after planting is sufficient instead of giving 5 cm. 

continuous submergence through-out the crop period when 

the ground water table is Shallow. (Tabl9 & Table. 10). 

The total water requirement of rice during the Rabi 

season was worked out to 2362 mm for medium duration variety 

(Jaya) while that during the summer season was 2520 mm for  
short duration variety (Triveni). Of this, 27.3 and72,7 

percent were accounte,d for evapotranspiration and percolation 
during Kharif and Robi s0,71sons and 19.9 and 80.1 per cent 
during summer season rspective1y. 
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Rice '4old a8  affected by water reqimes - 

       

       

       

Ti eat m e n t s 
Grain yield kgAia 

 

traw yield Kg/ha 

   

   

1904 	1905 	1906 	Pooled 	1904 	1905 	1906 	Pooled 

	

mean 	 moan 

11 - 5 cm submergence throuqhout the crop period 	2415 	3322 	4370 	3J69 	2100 	3009 	3711 	2993 
T2 - 5 cm submergence two days after the diappo— 

axaflOC of ponded water. 	2507 	3264 	4159 	3336 	2170 	3409 	3916 	3165 
13 - Treatment 2 + protective irrigation at 

critical stages 	 2471 	3409 	4452 	3444 	2222 	3460 	4201 	3323 

T4 - 5 cm submergence till maximum tillering 
thereafter as in 12 	 2529 	3176 	3957 	3220 	1992 	3497 	3025 	3104 

15 - 5 cm sibmergence three days after the 

disappearances of pondod water, 	2410 	2695 	3552 	2002 	2033 	2056 	3506 	2025 

C.D. (0.05) 	 392.1 	554.7 	357,0 	•., 	464.7 	365.3 	30L.2 

105.2 	127,3. 	100,d 	109,7 	66.0 	150,0 	110,6 	94,5 

Irrigation treatments were started one week after transpi-intino. 



7 

Ii e 	t mont S 

use 

liIato 

1904 1904  

TABLE 	- 	10 

fficionc 	iI1'ojon inoai & numbUX cf  irX  ELOtiors as inf1uon 

use efficiency (Kg/ha mm) 

	

ntoxva 	(days) 	NI 
1905 	1906 	Moan 	1904 	1905 	1906 	Noah 	1904 

y watc1 s  

of Ixigation 

1905 	1906 	Moan 
TI 2172 3.04 
12 3.94 3,30 

3,30 302 253 1.49 1,51 1,04 33.31 55,3 57,0 4,5 

T3 3,49 3.03 

3.72 60 o5 4.03 4.47 599 10.0 17,0 19, 15,5 

307 3,27 

3.13 

3.59 

3.22 5.45 2,49 2.62 352 15,5 33.0 33.0 27.2 

15 4,17 2.01 3.75 

3.50 6.37 3.41 3.32 4q37 13,3 24.3 26.0 21.2 
3.50 0.06 5.69 5649 6.60 10,0 14,5 15.0 13,4 

C.D. (.05) 
• 0 	 1,0 	0,59 	0,47 	1,93 	1,93 	2.20 	2,20 0.33 	0,32 	0,35 	,, 	01,50 	0.19 	0.15 	30,63 	O,?1 	0,72 
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The data on daily water consumption indicates that all 

the components of water requirement increases towards summer 

season and the mean per day requirement was worked out to 

15.53, 19.15 and 34.58 mm during Kharif, Ra.bi and summer 

seasons respectively. 

Shallow continuous submergence is preferred under normal 

field conditon. 

Under limited resources of water phasic stress irriga-

tion can be practiced for summer rice to the advantage of 

saving substantial quantity of irrigation water ijithout any 

significant reduction in yield. About 20-30 per cent more 

area can be irrigated with the s ame water resources by adopt- 

ing any of the following phasic stress irrigation schedules. 

Growth phase 	Heading Schedule ------------ 
Rooting to 	Max: tiller-to 

max. tiller 	irig to 	
matur.it1  

heading 

1. 5am irrigation Saturation 	Continuous Continuous 
for attaining point 	submergence submergence 

2, -do- Contruous 	Saturation 
submergence 	point 

Saturation 
point 

3. Hair cracking Continuous 
of surf aces 	submergence 

Hair crack-
ing of surface 

Under shallow ground water table cc dition, moderate 

rainfall and low evaporative demard irrigation for second 

crop transplanted rice need be scheduled only five days after 

the disappearance of ponded water. This will save appreciablc 

quantity of irrigation water without any significant reduction 

in yield. 

Studies on rice based cropping patterns revealed that 

from the economic point of view, Rice (Semi-medium) - Rice 

(medium) - Groundnut (Average net income 1s.3803/- per ha) and 

Rice (medium) - Race (mc1ium) sesamum - .Da±ncha (average net 

income Rs.3112/- per ha) are the most profitable rice based 

cropping patters, 

On an average the above said crop scquenco use 3428 mm 

and 3840 mm of water respectively where as the three crops f 

rice (medium/semi medium duration varieties) use 5224 mm of 

water and four crops of rice (short duration varictos) use 

4677 mm of water. Thus Rico (semi medium) Rice (medium) ground-

nut and Rice (medium) - rice (medium-sesamum-daincha rotation 

are most advisable in rice filds in view of the hioher net 

income and less water use. 
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C WEED MANAGEMENT 

Application Of  ECflthjoCb 
6 clays after Sowing followed by 

after sowing is found to he the 

Wee-Cl Control and grain yield in 

at the rate of 1 Kg. al/ha 

one hand weeding on 30 days 
most @frtje-. in terms of 

direct sown paddy fleld, 

a, 

C 

A trial Conducted to develop easy and economic method 
of chemical weed control for transpjt rico showed that 

with regard to grain yield thore is noti.nificant difference 
between weed free check, hand weeding 20 Id 40  DAT, applica- 
tion of We-e-dicjde-5 and non weedc cot 

nro1 This indicates 
that under Pattbi conclitio for traso1antGcl rice weed 

control can be achieved by proper land pre}oration and wate-
management pr

actices.(AICRIp report 1983-84; 184-85), 

Application of cvyf rfn (ghoai) @ P24 kg al/ha as 
pre-emergent spray was found to be effoctj for controlling 
all types of WOOdS in dry son ric di _ing first crop season 
For transplanted ric during second crop seasin,benthiocarb 

© 2 g al/ha and Oxyflurofe (gaol) C 0,24 kg al/ha were 
found to be the best WCecljcics at Ads, Chalakkucly. 

Factors Causing yield de-clic n Rabi 

The major facto: causing yield clocidne in the high 

yielding rice-varieties rd d:in the RabI season in 
Kerala was idefltlflcl as spikelt stcrijit 	Correlation 
analysis with weather c000rehts ex-:iencd d±g certain 

critical stages of the crop growth and both ser±lity and 

Yield revealed that the high wind velocity forn flowering 

to maturity attributed to the main weehor ompañt causing 
SteIlllty. 

e- Evepo transpiration rates of Jaya end Triveni 

The study on the evepo transpiration rates of Jaya and 

Triveni varieties of rice indicated that ET of Jaya was 41% 
higher than PET in JUPE,8R em- (Khe]if and 46% higher 
in October-January (Robi), ET of Triveni was 41% higher 
than PET in JUG-September and 58% higher in OctoherJanuary. 
Jaya and Triveni had similar FT during Kherif, but Triveni 

used 0.14 mm/day more water than Jaye during rabi, 
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i213 	CROP PROTECTION 

Plant Patho1 

42 experiments spread over 5 year from 1981-82 to 

1985-86 were conducted on fungal and bacterial diseases of 

rice The diseases studied were blast, sheath blight and 

bacterial leaf blight. The experiments included screening 

trials to assess the reaction of entries in the NSN and im-

portant rice varieties cultivated in Keralaagains major 
diseases and chemical control trials. 

I. Screening trials 

a. Blast: Screening trials against leaf blast were conducted 

from 1981-82 to 1985-86 as detailed below: 

Year No. of entries 
tested 

No. of entries with 
screening 3 and less 
in 0-9 scale 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

1985-8 

688 	70 

383 	89 

326 	45 

358 	32 

647 	27 

Total : 	2602 
	

263 

Among these 263 low scoring entries, 21 entries were 

identified as highly resistant (Score 0) to leaf blast 

(Table. 11). Two KAIJ cultures viz. KAU-1531 (IR 1561 x 

PTB 33) and KAU 200 (IR 156 x PTB 33) were found resistant 
to leaf blast. 
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TABLE 11 

tries showing highly resistant reaction to leaf blast 
during the period 1981-82 to 1985-86 at 

IET No. 	- 
Cross 

6840 	
p 12l5936/sigadjs 

7072 

7380 

7753 

8377 

7797 

7802 

8209 

8263 

8305 

8319 

8325 

8342 

8343 

8345 

8215 
8334 

8336 

8955 

8956 

8958 

h. Sheath blight 

Screening trials against sheath blight were conducted 

during the year 198182 to 1985-86 as detailed blow 

Year 	No. of entries 	No. of low scoring entries _tested 	
3 + 3 in 0-9 scale 1981-82 	668 	

256 1982-83 	382 	
107 1983-84 	324 	
152 1984-85 	536 	
214 1985-86 	653 	269 

2563 
998 

Surejcha x Kakkatiya 

RaS1/ADT2 1 

Vikra1/CR 57-1 

IR-8/j 29/Ponlcaj 

IR-206 l464-246/IR635 
NTU 4407/sigadjg 

IR-4432_28.3/IET 5118 

lET 4141 x CR 98-7216 

-do- 

IR 8 x Surekha  

ado- 
-do- 

Phouren/IR 24 
Os 4/Phalguna 

-do 
lET 4141/CR 98-7216 

-do- 

do- 
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Among these 998 acoring entries only 3 entries lET 

7153 (T 141 x T 141 mutant), lET 7776 (JR 49) and lET 7792 
(lET 2886 x Annapoorna) were rated as highly resistant to 
sheath blight. 

In another experi.nt while assessing the resistance 

and yield performance of 22 prornissing cultures against 

sheath blight, lET 7300 (P-36 x CR 12) x Pankaj and lET 
5912 (sons x Mashoory), lET 5735 (Improved Sabarmathj x Sona) 
and Pankaj were found promising with higher yields and low 
disease incidence. 

C* Brown spot: 

Out of 668 entries tested under NSN I and II during the 

year 1981-02, 274 entries were identified as low scoring 

entries with a score of 3 and less. No entries could rated 
as highly resistant, 

U. Bacterial leaf blight: 

In bacterial leaf blight screening programme conducted 

during 1982-83 and 1983-84 out of 600 entries tasted none 

were found as highly resistant while 194 entries were in-

cluded in the score range of 3 and less than 3. 

In another attempt to study the resistance of traditional 

PTB varieties and high yielding varieties to bacterial leaf 

blight, it was found that traditional PTB varieties too are 

SUSceptable to thedisease. Varieties PTB 29 and PTB 30 were 

found as moderately Susceptable where as PTB 4, 12, 15, 16, 

29 and 33 were moderately resistant. Highly resistant reac-
tion was shown by IR 5 Aswathy and Co-25. 

Multiple resistant entries: 

A few entries of NSN I of Kharif 1983 exhibited 

resistance to more than one disease. Four entries lET 8236, 
lET 8238, lET 3314 and lET 8748 showed multiple resistance 

o blast, sheath blight and bacterial leaf blight (Table.12) 
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TABLE. 12 

Entries in NSN I resistant to more than one disease in 
Iharif 1933. 

LET 
No. 	Cross 

334 	(S4 x Phalguna) 
0336 	( 	do- 	) 
0235 	(Phouren x IR 24) 

Blast 3hath Bacterial 
blight 	leaf blight 

x 

x 

x 

0314 	(IR 32/lET 6314) 	x 	x 	x 3743 (Jaya/T22) 	x x 	x 

TT Chemical Control 

Chemical controltrials were conducted on blast, 

sheath blight and bacterial leaf blight both under AICRIp 

and KAU programmes. The experiments were designed both to 
develop a Suitable- economic sr:ay schedule as well as to 

evaluate now fungicidal formulations for the control of major 
d1e-e-5 	Result5 otajnGd from the- various trials are 
summarised below. 

(1) Blast: 

In the economic spray schedule trial for the control 

of blast, among various fungicidal combinations tested the 

following two schedules are found effective in controlling 
the dise-50 with higher yield. 

1. Application of Bavistin 
followed by 	(0.1%) at tillering phase 

Kitazin (0.1%) at Pt and following ---u stages. 

3955 	(lET 4141 x CR-937216) 
x 3236 (CR-151-.79/C 1014) x 	x 8233 	(Vikram/Benong III) x 

1. Application of Bavi 	(0.1%) at tillering fo by hinosan lowed (0.1%) at P.I.P 	and flowering stages, 

Among the new EC/wp fungicij evaluated against 

blast diseases Topsin. M, Enngoren 50 WP and Kitazjn 43 EC 
ere found promising 	The-se- are comparable to Hinosan. 
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Among the granular fungicides tested against blast 

as soil application, coratop 5G., and Kitazin 17g were found 
promising in disease control. 

(2) Sheath blight: 

In the economic spray schedule for the control of 

sheath blight spraying MBC at the rate of lg/L followed by 

a second spray of Topsin N 75wP at the rate of lg/L 15 days 

later could effective to control the disease. Rotational 

spraying with Vitavox (lg/L) followed byHinosan (lml/L) was 

found as the best fungicidal combination for sheath blight 
control. 

Various studies using different chemicals were con-

ducted for the control of sheath blight disease of rice, and 

the more effective treatments are given below: 

i. Spraying Brassicol WP (0.1%) at 30 and 45 DAT 
ii. Spraying MBC (0.1) twice at 15 clays interval 

11±. Spraying validacin 3L at the rate of 2m1/L twice 
at 15 days interval, 

(3) Bacterial leaf blight: 

Spraying cowdung extract (20g fresh cowdung in one 

litre of water) twice at 15 days interval was found to check 

bacterial leaf blight and in on par with antibiotics like 

Penicillin, Panshamysin and Plantomysin in disease control. 

Copper shyness and effect of copper components in rice  
disease control  

While evaluating the efficiency of Bordeaux mixture 

and fytolan in controlling rice diseases, it was found that 

both these chemicals are Phytotoxic to the dwarf rice vane- 

ties tested with the exception of Jyothi and IR-5. Untreated 

plots had a higher grain yield eventhough their ' rating of 
disease score was high. 

Among the various chemicals evaluated against seed 

borne infection Thinide 75 WP, Capton, Faltaf 50 WP and 

Bithane M-45 was found as good seed dressing fungicides 
(Table. 13). 

Paddy seeds treated with fongoren 50 WP 2g/kg of 

seed) gave better protection to seedlings from leaf blast 

upto 60 days. Under wet sown and 40 days under dry sown 
conditions. (Table, 14). 
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8avistjn 50 WP 

Foltaf 80 

Dithone 	—45 

1 9 

2.5 g 

2.75 g 

90 

95 

92 
Thiide 75 WP 2,75 g 92 
Capten 2.5 g 92 
Vitavax 2,0 g 95 
Dj060 check 

•, 91 

CD 	(0005) 
NS 

CV 	(%) 

81ottcx method Agar plate method 

18 (24.29) (*) 
74 (59,) 

11 (19.18) 55 (47.85) 

11 (19.18) 73 (58.82) 

2 (5,77) 32 (34.27) 

9 (14.33) 61 (51.81) 

18 (24.69) 72 (58,35) 

36 (36.46) 94 (76,01) 

	

13.6 	9,22 

1.6 	44.86 	11.27 

-0) 1 .  - 

TABLE - 13  

Effect of funqicidal seed treatment on qermjna- ion and seed infection  

Treatments Quantity per kg. 	Percentage of—germination 
of seed Percentage of infected seeds 

(*) Values in paxanthejs axe txaflsformd values. 
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Effect of Seed Treatment with Seed Dressinq Funqicides on Seedling Blast Control 

	 = 	  
Leaf blast score (based on 0 - 9 scale) 

Dry seed dressing 	Wet seed dressing 

Bavistin 25 SD (2 g/kg of seed) 

20 DAS 

3.67 

30 DAS 

5,00 

40 DAS 

• no 

30 DAS 

3,67 

40 DAS 

b,67 

50 DAS 

7,-33 

60 DAS 

7.67 

2 Bavistin 5 WP 	- 	do 	- 3.00 4.00 6.00 3.00 4.33 5,00 5.33 

3 Bovistin (25%) + TMTD (so%) - do - 4.00 5.00 7.00 4.00 6.67 6.67 7, QU 

4 Captaf 50 WP (3g/lg of seed) 6.00 7.00 0.00 5,00 6,67 6.67 7.33 

5 Dithane M 45 75 WP 	do 	- 4.33 5.33 7.00 4.33 6,67 6.67 7.33 

6 Fottof 00 WP 	do 	- 3.00 4.33 6,00 .3,33 4.33 5,00 5.00 

7 Fongoren 50 WP (2 g/kg of seed) 2.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 3.67 4,00 4.00 
B Check 	(untreated) 7.00 0.00 9.00 6,00 7,00 0.00 6.00 

C.v. 	% 17,0 0,5 .. 7.9 	. 6.9 11,5 0,4 
C.D. 	(0.05) 1.29 0,70 0.56 0.9 1,25 0.94 

Treatment 
No. 

Fungicides and dose 
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ENTOMOLOGY 

a. 	
Seedling root dip in 0.02% chlorpyriphos for 12 hours 

before transplanting can effectively control gall midge attack. 
(Table. 15) 

b, 	
Among the various insecticides tested triazophos (Hosta.. 

thion) was found to be more effective in redl'Ici . ng the leaf 
rotter damage and monocrotophos ranked next to i. (Table.16) 

C. 	
Reshmi (PTB-44) is a multiple resistant variety with 

resistance to leaf folder anU golf mige 
Post Harvest Technology 

71 . Seed Technology 

Jaya seeds stored in poly begs (700 gaug) could retain 

germinability for a maximum of 13 months and TrivOni for a 

maximum period of 9 months without reduction in viability 
below 00 p er cent s  (Table. 17) 

PTB strains of the first crop Season have higher volume 

weights (kg/ha) than those of the second crop season. The 

range of measure weight for the first crop strains was from 

58.6 to 64.2 kg per hectolitre with a mean of 61.2, while the 

second crop season strains had values ranging between 55.9 to 

62.4 kg per hectolitre with an average of only 58.0,(Tbl. 18). 

The high yieldir varieties tested SO recorded a higher 
volume weight during the first crop seasons. The range was 

from 54.6 to 60.5 and 534 to 59.5 kg/ha respectively during 

the first and second crop SOaofl Bharothy and Jyothy recorded 

lowest volume weight during both the seasons. (Table. 19). 
c. 	

The results of the studies on the post -horves dormancy 

Of important high yielding paddy varieties ctivated in Kerala 

showed that variation'ranjng from : to 62 days during virippu 
and 

2 to 40 days during Mundakan season exists for the vane-

ties test3, During both the seasons the minimum dormancy 

was recorded by the short duration variety Tniveni and maximum 
by the long duration variety Jagannath•  The period of dor-
mancy is higher in vinippu than in hiundokan season. (Table. 20). 
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Ti,No.. Treatments 

Seedling root dip 	experiment 

1902-03 II Crop 1902-03 I Crop 

% 55 15 OAT 55 25 DAT % 55 35 DAT % 35 15 DAT % 55 	25 DAT % 65 35 DAT 

I Chioxpyriphos 
(Seedlings dip) 1.40 (6.70) 1,62 (6.25) 0.92 (4.66) 0.57 (3.08) 0,00 (o,00) 0.29 (2.22) 

2 Chiorpyriphos 
(Spray at 5 DAT) 13,10 (21.42) 6.77 (15,00) 6.00 (14.25) 173 (6.26) 1 060 	(6.97) 1.50 (7.03) 

Carbofuxan 361 
(Bioadcost at 5 DAT) 12.10 (20.36) 0.56 (16.90) 6.20 (14.19) 0.06 (3.72) 1.75 	(7.56) 1,99 (7.08) 

4 Thoxat 	10 g 
(Broadcast at 5 DAT) 12.37 (20,55) 10,02 (1.19) 6.11 (13,92) 0,,21 (1,20) 0,67 	(3.19) 1.02 (5.69) 

5 Control 12.15 (20.28.) 10.69 (10.00) 0.00 (2,94) 0,52 (2.04) 0,59 	(2.03) 8,79 (3,43) 

Significance * * NS * NS 

C.D. at 5% lelvel 	2.97 	4,02 	5,00 	S. 	 3.77 	. 

Figures in parenthesis are transformed angular values. 

S.S. - Silvox Shot. 	69/- 
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TABLE - 16 
Effect of fcljar 0681jj0 of Insecticides on the loaf 

folder damOse and exain bid (% Damaged leaves TMean of three xc.cej0 5  51.N0, 	Treatments 
Common riainc. 

	

I 	Fenvairat0  

	

2 	FOflvajoiot0 	
Sumjcjdj 	20 EC 

-do- 

	

3 	Cypormuthrin 	Ripcord 10 EC 

	

4 	Cypermathrjn 	- do - 

	

5 	Triazophos 	Hostathion 40 SC 

	

6 	Triazophos 	do - 
7 	Monocrotophos 	Monocil 40 SC 
3 	Moflocrotpphos 	- do - 
9 	Carbosulfan 	FMC-3500j 24 EC 
10 	Carbosujf3 	- do - 
11 	SAN 15 
12 	Phosa100 
1 	

SAN-155_93 SP 

Zolo0_35 SC 
3 	Maximum 

P-Tctcction treatment 

14, Untreated contcj 

C.D. at 5% level 
-------------- 

0. . 30 

3.15 
0 .075 

0,05 
0,50 

0,35. 
0.50 

0,35 
0,25 

0. 15 

0.25 

0,53 

- 

14,9 - - - - 
1.0 

2.0 
5.0 

5.0 
10,4 

- - 
1.9 

7,5 

47.7 

15.0 

- - 
10.7 

62.5 
0,5 

0,2 
1.4 

2.0 

67.2 

93.6 
-- - 
733 

97.4 

97,9 

7.7 

1409 
10,7 

62,5 
1,1 

1,1 

3.2 

39 
3C0 

93.6 
19 

42,9 

72-5 

56,9 

22.1 

21,0 
-- - - - 
3,6 

3.7 
5.7 

56 
17 ,0 - 
6,7 

12,9 

973 

32.4 

•, - 
0.0 

0.6 

0,9 
0.9 

1•3 
3.0 

31.4 

24,2 

- - 
10,0 

12,1 

30.0 

220 1 
21,0 
0,0 

3.6 
2,3 

2,3 
3.5 

4.3 
24.6 

24,2 

6.7 
15,9 

54,7 

32.7 

- 
2260 

2041 
1730 

3U39 
2721 

3023 

2260 

90 - 

- - 
3326 

3030 
3301 

4057 
3729 

3704

2621 

2047 

2940 

3030 

2022 

945 

------------------------- 

- 
2797.00 

2935,53 
2519,50 

3540.00 
3225.00 

3363,50 
2444.50 

915
-  
10o - 

1050 

1507 

903 

105[ 

2700,50 

1902,50 

ax moan moan Rab. 1904 
	1904 

Mean Khijf 
----------------------------------------- --_---_------____-_-----------_-- 

Rate 	Khorjf Kharjf Overall Rabi Rabj Overall 	Grain bid 	a) 
(Kg aia) 1903 	1904 	moan 	1903 	1904 	 (kmoan for Khjf mean mean for Rabi 
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G01minatinn of poddy seeds kept in diffeient tpss of contj05  

Container  

    

Months after harvest 

     

   

1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 

	

Dec. Ja 	 11 	12 13 Feb. M0•  Ap1. May June July Aug. 	Sept. 	Oct. Nov. Dec. 

   

   

Poly bag (700 guage) 
Joys 	93 	89 	91 	92 	92 	91 	91 	87 	86 	83 	85 	80 	70 
Trivenj 	91 	90 	90 	90 	87 	85 	84 	80 	60 	44 	0 

Double gunny 
Jays 	93 	89 	94 	94 	93 	93 	87 	89 	70 	42 	12 	0 
Ixivenj 	93 	90 	93 	93 	95 	89 	00 	25 	1 	 00 	a 	-- 

2 
0 

Mud Pot 

	95 	66 	87 	89 	90 	83 	75 	22 	2 	1 	0 

93 	90 	92 	94 	95 	91 	91 	85 	64 	75 	45 	27 

Jays 	93 	90 	92 	94 	95 	91 	91 	85 	84 	75 	45 	27 	4 
Trjveni 	95 	86 	87 	69 	90 	83 	75 	22 	2 	1 	0 	- 
Cement Pt 
Jays 
Tij onj 
Bamboo b<- 

93 	91 	92 	94 	95 	94 	90 	80 	70 	47 	25 	12 
90 	92 	92 	93 	94 	08 	74 	23 	1 	0 	0 
93 	87 	93 	91 	92 	90 	89 	64 	75 	26 	6 	2 
94 	92 	91 	95 	90 	36 	7 	

Li 	 0 
13 	9 

/1 / 
0 	k 

\ a-, At  - 	' 
0 

Poly lined gunny 
Jays 	93 	90 	90 	95 	92 	91 	90 	91 	86 	86 	80 	69 	43 
Txivenj 	90 	90 	92 	94 	90 	00 	80 	52 	10 	4 	0 

Plywood bin 
Joys 
I:riv eni 

Single gunny 
Jays 	93 	90 	93 	93 	94 	91 	89 	86 	74 	33 
Txjvenj 	93 	94 	90 	95 	90 	91 	80 	31 	1 	0 I 



• First crop 
season Strains 

PTB-j (Aryan) 

PfJ32 (Veiuthai'j.. 
kaysma) 

PT-95 (Veluthari... 
kayama) 

PTB8 (Chuvannaj 
Thavalakannan) 

PTB9 (Veluthar! 
Thavalakannan) 

Volume 
Weight 
(kg/hi) 

59.4 

58.6 

59.9 

62.6 

63.8 

Second crop 
Season strains 

PTB-4 (Vellari) 56.7 

PTB12(Chitteni) 62.4 

PTB.1 5(Kavungjn 
poothala) 57.6 

PTB-16 	(-do-) 55.9 

PTB1 8 (Er avappandi) 61 .8 

Volume 
Weight 
(kg/hi) 

IB-j 0 	(Thekken 
Oh e era) 58.9 

PTB_20(Vadakkafl 
Chit ten!) 61.1 

PTB-22 (Velutha 
vattan) 60.3 PTt3-.21 (Thekkan) 57.2 

PTB...23 (Cheriya 
aryan1  62.1 PTB-27 (Kodjyan) 58.7 

•PT326 (Chenkaysma) 62.6 PTB-33 (Athikaraj) 58.3 
PTB31 (Ilappapu.... 

chempan) 

PTB-32 (Aruvakkarj) 

64.2 

60.9 

Me 	61.2 
58.8 
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TABLE - 19  

Measure (volume) weight of inportant high  yielding rice 

varieties 

Varieties Volume weight (kg/ha) 

st crop season 	lind crop season 

IR-8 60.5 57.0 

IR-20 60.0 59.5 

Jaya 59.2 58.9 

Mashuri 59.2 58.7 

Aswathy 58.3 58.1 

IR-5 58.1 .57.0 

S abary 58.1 56.4 

H4 57.2 57.2 

Bharathy 54.6 53,4 

Anriapoorna 59.4 59.1 

Rob jrij 59.1 57.4 

Triveni 57.4 57.0 

Jyothy 56.9 56.1 

Mean 59.23 57.37 

73/— 



Duration 
(days) 

Period of dormancy 
(in days) 

VIrj ppu Mu n d ak an 

Cultivar 

8 

14 

14 

14 

16 

Hp 

20 

20 

22 

24 

28 

62 

2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

14 

14 

12 

12 

20 

40 

-73— 73.. 

TABLE — TABLE— 20 

Period of do manc of iporl-   t higjie1 di nq rice varieties 
cultivated in 

Keraduninq V±1ppu and  Mund&can season 

Trij 

Ann a po o rn a 

y 0th! 

1 ash ur I 

Robin I 

Bharathy 

Aswathy 

Jaya 

IR-8 

• abary 

IR-5 

Jag ann at h 

95-105 

90-100 

110-125 

125-145 

75-110 

11 5-1 25 

120-125 

120-125 

125-135 

1 25-1 35 

1 35-1 40 

1 40-1 60 
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B. Agricultural Engineering 

a. 	Three numbers of paddy winnower cum cleaner 

have been f:bricated at NARP workshop, Mannuthy. 
The performance of the unit is as follows: 

Paddy fcr seed purpose 

Paddy for grain purpose 
- 	600 kg/ hour 

1 000 kg/hour 

The first model of this equipment was 

transferred to College of Agriculture, Velloyani, 

The second model was transferred to IAT, 

Tavanur. The third one is available at NARP 

workshop, Mannuthy, 

b. 	Field testing of two row paddy dibbler is 

being continued. Improvement on the metering 

device ar being made. 

2.11.2 PULSES 

2.11,2.1 (rop Improvement 

C . 	Two Iigh yieldinci lines (Cul.9 and 7) with 

better grain quality than Krishnamony have been 

isolated. The important characters of these 

cultures arc as follows: 

Culture 7 	Culture 9 

1. Plant type Like Krishnamony Like Kanakamony 
2. Flowerirg 	35-40 days 	Early 3540 days 
3. Seed size 	Like Krishnamony Like Kanakamony, 

small seeded 	bold seeded 
4. Seed ColuI {ed 	Red 
5. Grain yield Yielding more 	(High yielder) 

than the 	Yielding more 
check PTB-2 	than the check 
(1120 kg/ha) 	PTB-2 

(1371 kg/ha) 
b. 	In a selection programme for long podded 

vegetable te cowpea from summer rice fellows 

75/- 
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the variety IIHR61_B has recorded the highest 
green pod. (Table 21) 

C. 	
Cowpea variety PTB-1 is found more tolerant 

to drought situations than IITA cowpea. 

TABLE 

Green pod yiold(kg/ha) for three seasons 

Varieties 

5269 

1985 
summer 

6592 

1986 
summer 

13431 

1987 
summer 

10085 

Mean for 
3 seasons 

10036 Pusabarsathi 9012 14856 14104 12657 Mayyanad local 7000 8934 10628 8854 Co-2 5580 13463 * 9522 Kolonchery13 5815 10392 8837 8348 Kongad 5951 9322 10348 8540 
IIHR 6-1-8 11753 15575 20008 15779 Manjori black 7469 10529 10549 9516 

* Plant population was insufficient  
resulted in abnormal yield. 

2.11.2.2. Crop Production 

in Co-2 which 

a. 	
Studies on input contribution in summer 

cowpoa revealed that among different production 

inputs irrigation was most important followed 

by weeding and fertiliser application, the 

withdrawal of which significantly reduced 

summer cowpea grain yield by 54.35%, 29.86% 

and 18.12% respectively over full package of 

practice recommendations 	(988 kg/ha.) The 
full Package of practice produced 76.21% 

more grain yield than farmer's practice. 
(Table 22) 

.76/- 
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TABLE-22 

Yield data due to different in ut contribution in summer 

cowpea 

 

    

Grain yield of summer cowpea 
Kg/ha 

----------------------------- 
1985 1986 1987 Pooled 

mean 

191 486 27 235 

1010 972 983 988 

995 894 937 942 

792 820 815 909 

975 	861 	851 	896 

290 	891 	171 	451 

622 753 705 693  

Mean reduc- Mean 
tion in 	input 
grain yield contri• 
due to with-bution 
drawal of the (' 
Thput (kg/ha) 

753 

	

46 
	

4.66 

	

179 
	

18.12 

	

92 
	

9. 31 

	

537 
	

54.35 

	

295 
	

29.86 

Treatment 

T1 

T3 (T2-R) 

14 (T2F) 

15 (T2-P) 

T6 (T2-1) 

17 (T2-w) 

C. D. 	(0.05) 

f Farmer's practice; r 	full package; R less rhizobium; 

F 	less fertilizers; P less plant protection, I less 

irrigation U less weeding. 

b. 	Rhizobium and molybcnum did not have 

any significant influence in Pulse yield. 

However, the highest yield was recorded in 

treatment where the seed was treated with 

molybdenum alone in cwpea and black gram. 

In the case of green gram the seed treated 

with rhizobium molybdenum recorded the 

highest yield. 

C* 	 Coating cowpea seeds with Mussoriephos 

at varying levels and to compare with soil 

application did not have anysignificant 

incluence on yield. However, seed coating 

with 10 kg P205/ha recorded highest yield 

than soil application, 
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d. 
Application of phosphorous at the 

rate of 25 kg P205/ha and pottassium at 

the rate .of 10 kg K20/ha was effective 

in increasing the grain yield of horse 
gram s  

It 

211 .2.3 

e. 	
The most economic water management  

Practice for summer grown blackgram is 

Scheduling irrigation at. Iw/CpE ratio 

of 0.50. For this either hod or order 

strip method of irrigation can be success-

fully followed. Either one hand weeding 

or one interculture or pre-emergent 

spray of nitrogen (toke25) is effectjv 

in Controlling weed growth in blackgram. 

f. 	
Cowpea needs irrigation (50 mm 

depth) at an IW/CpE ratio of 0.75 (at 

about 15 days interval) or at critical 

stages ,of branc.hngf1ow0:jg and pod 

formation for higher yioLl and water 
• use efficiency wien raised in rice 

fallows Jring summer Se3on 

Post Harvest Technology 

a, 	
Cowpea seeds stored in Polythene 

jar with screen lid could maintaining 
the germination of 75 per cent with 

low beetle damage of 25 per cent for a 
• period of 7 months after harvest 
(Table 23) 

2.11.3 	OTHER CROPS 
2.11.3.1 	Groundnuto 

a. 	
Three groundnut varieties TG-3, TG-14 

and Spanish Improved are pb'tentjal yield@ rs 
than the existing recommended varieties. 

Those three varieties have been approved 

by the variety Evaluation Committee apd 

recommended for general cultivation. 

.78/- 



Si. 
No. Type of container 

a and macct damac f coa 	os (PTB-1 ) stored in different car mncrs for a 
months  

Period after harvest (months) 

6. Plastic line gunny 

7. Double gunny 

8. Mud pot 

9. Plywood tin 

10. Bamboo basket 

1 . 	Polythene jar 	86 
(with seven lid) 	(1.60) 

2. Tin container 	89 
(0.49) 

3. Single qunny 	90 
(9.20) 

A. Polythene bag(thin) 	86 
(0.20) 

5. Polythene bag (thick) 	91 
(1.20) 

90 
(0.40) 

90 
(0.20) 

87 
(0.23) 

85 
(1.40) 

85 
(0.00) 

SE - 

SE ± 
2.33 

(0.58) 

82 
(3.60) 
76 

(1.18) 
84 

(4.00) 

87 
(7.70) 
82 

(9.70) 

87 
(1.64) 

82 
(3.00) 

79 
(4.95) 
64 

(7 • 
72 

o) 

76 
(4.00) 

80 
(2.60) 

80 
(s,00) 

80 
(9.20) 

79 
(10.30) 

76 
(3,35) 

76 
(8,80) 

69 
(14.00) 

52 
(10.95) 

28 
(34.70) 

76 
(19.40). 

78 . 
(ii .50) 

76 
(12.90) 

68 
(12.20) 

35 
(43.3o) 

49 
(37.50) 

43 
(35.90) 

3° 
(23.29) 

47 
(14.30) 

25 
(59.8,.Q) 

48 
(19.50) 

34 
(28.00) 

29 
(59,10) 

26 
(74.80) 

34 
(56.00) 

21 
(37.10) 

17 
(57.94) 

28 
(40.10) 

15 
(78.70) 

17.65 

(20.98) 

8 
	

9 

71 	62 
(25.30) (39,50) 

 16 

	

27 	17 	11 
(92.30) (io.od) (ioo,00) 

	

27 	25 
(94.30) (q 1 n) (96.00) 

	

31 	15 	6 

	

(32.50) 	(57.20) 	(71 .10) 

	

0 	. 	0 	0 
(100.00) (100.00) (ioo,00) 

	

0 	0 	0 
(ioo.00) (100.00) (100.00) 

21 	7 	0 
(75.60) (95,60) (ioo.00) 

	

19 	11 
(84.62) (ioo.00) (100.00) 

	

16 	4 	0 
(96.00) (100.00) (ioo,00) 

	

2 	0 	0. 
(ioo.00) (ioo.00) (100.00) 

	

21.99 	241. 38 	19.20 
(2875) (25.54) (20.11) 

	

7,15 
	

16.92 
	

2 .27 

	

(3.20) 	.(12.00) 
	

(16.40) 

2 	 5 1 	 6 	7 3 4 

75 	75 
(23,00) (25.30) 

(The whole figures are percentaoe germination and values in parenthesis are percentage of insect damage) 
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b. 
A spacing trial for newly rëcomrnen 

ded varieties of groundnut., T1vJ-2, TG-14 
and Spanish improved revealed that in 

all the throc varieties the highest pod 
yield was recorded at closer Planting 
i.e,, 15 x 15 cm. 

C. 	
Pooled analysis of three year's 

data revealed that pottassium and 

Sulphur had no significant influence 
on pod yield. 

The results from the weed control 
Studies in groundnut showed that 

OxYfluorofen is effective in controlling 

the weeds. However, the highest pod 

yield was recordedfor Benthiocarb at 
the rate of 1 kg ai/ha. 

e. 	
Scheduling irrigation at 50 mm depth 

to groundnut grown in summer rice fallows 

at an IVq/CPE ratio of 09 i.e. at 11 days 

interval was found to increase pod yield 
significantly. Appljc301  of 25 Kg/ha 
each of p2  05  and K

20 was found to be 
adequate. 

2.11.3.2. BANANA 

a. 	Low land 	Considering the water use 
efficiency, total water used and number 

Of irrigation applied, it is recommen-

ded that banana variety nendran need 

be irrigated at IW/QPE rttio of 0.9- i.e. 
11 irrigations at an interval of 

13 days with 200 litres of water per 

Plant (50 mm) under high water table 

Condition i.e. when the Water table 

is within 1.5 m 	It is also advisable 
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to mulch the basins of banana with poor 

quality paddy straw which could increase 

yield to the tune of 15%. 

b, 	Upland 	Another study conducted under low 

water table (upland) condition revealed that 

it is better to irrigate banana in laternato 

days at 10 mm depth (40 lit/plant) for 

higher bunch yields. This required 69 irriga-

tion and 690 mm of water. 

C, 	The three season's results of the 

banana based cropping pattern studies on 

intercropping banana with tapioca, groundnut, 

cowpea and bitter gourd showed that none of 

these intercrop have influence on bunch 

weight, number of hands per bunch on number 

of fingers per bunch. So the intercrops 

did not affect the yield, of the main crop 

of banana. 	Cost benefit ratio was worked 

out for different intercrops tried tapioca 

was found to be most economic follow--d by 

tapioca and cowpea (cowpea planted on the 

ridges Of taioca crop). By planting 

tapioca along with ha aara 30.6% incraase 

in profit was obtained, where as banana + 

tapioca ± cowpoa, it was 29.35% and 21.32% 

respectivoly.  

2. 1 1 .3. 3. SESAJM 

Two cultures of sesamum (culture 1 & 5) 

were found to be high yielders 'for uplands 

of Keraa. 

b. 	Studies revealed that sesamum respon- 

ded well to irrigation, surface irrigation 

at 30 ram depth during the critical stage 

of 4-6 leaf, branching, flowering and 

pod formation increases the yield by 15-40%. 
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. The best schedule is two irrigation 

one each at branching (32nd day) and 

pod formation (45th day) stages. In 

case of only one irrigation is to be 

given at the time of flowering. Schedu-

ling irrigation to sesamum based on 

climetological approach is to be done 

at 0.75 IW/CPE. 

2.11.3,4. TAPIOCA 

a. 	Considering the- number ofirriga- 

tion and total water used, it is advisa-

ble to schedule irrigations to tapioca 

during summer seasons at IW/CPE ratio 

of 0.50. Approximate interval between 

irrigations in this schedule comes 

to about 24 days. Adoption of such 

an irrigation schedule could increase 

the tuber yield over unirrigated control 

to the tune of 92 and 43 per cent at 9 

months and ii months harvest respectively. 

It was also bbservec that an 

irrigated crop harvested at 9 month, 

yielded equally or bettor than an 

unirrigated crop harvested at 11 month, 

and hence saves two months. This find-

ing is of practical application, for 

farmers who are desirous of raising 

a short crop of paddy in the single 

crop paddy lands immediately after the 

harvest of tapioca. , 

Intorcropping tapioca with ground-

nut, cowpea, groengrarn and blackgram 

will increase the not income per hectare 

without sacrificing the yield of tapioca. 

. . . . 82/- 
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Both the pure and intercropping systems 

needs 50 mm irrigation at 0.3 I\N/CPE 

ratio 

For bettor water economy and higher 

tuber production, it is recommended to 

irrigate tapioca based on any one of the 

following two schedules (1 ) all furrow 

irrigation with 25 mm water at 100 mm 

CPE (2) Alternate furrow irrigation. 

alternatively with 50 mm water at 75 mm 

CPE. 

2.11.3.5. SWEET POTATO 

Sweet potato, grown in summer rice 

fallovis needs irrigation (50 mm depth) at 

1.2 IW/OPE ratio (at an interval of ten days) 

for higher yield. A dose of 50 kg/ha each 

of N and K 2  0 is sufficient for irrigated 

sweet pototo 

2.12. Finding transalated into recommendations. 

a. 	Three rice varieties namely Suvarnarnodan 
(PTB-42), Swarnaprabha (P-LB-43) and Resell (PTB44) 
were released and included in the package of pra-

ctice recommendations. 

b.. 	In the case of Medium duration rice varieties 

the viability can be maintained at 90% if stored 

in poly bags (700 gauge) upto 12 months; and upto 

8 months in the case of short duration rice 

varieties. (included in the P.P. recommendations). 

C. 	Rice variety Resmi is resistant to leaf 

folder and tolerent to gallmidge. (Included in 

the P.P. recommendations). 
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Resurgence of leaf folder is noted in plots 

treated with carbofuran (Included in the P.P. 
recommendations). 

e. 	Spray fresh cowdung for the control of Bacterial 

leaf blight of rice. (Included in the P.P. 
recommendations) 

f. Spray Topsin-N. 70 WP for control of rice blast 

in sheath blight (included in the P.P. recommendations) 

g. A fertilizer dose of 502525 is recommended 
for the variety Mashoory. The N may be applied 50% 

as basal 25% at active tillering and 25% 1 week before 

panicle initiation. (Included in the P.P. recommendations) 

h. During the mundakan crop season 5 cm irrigation 

once in 6 days will be quite adequate- for project 

areas where water is assured. (Included in th P.P. 
recommendations) 

For summer rice 5 cm i rrigatioh two days after 

disappearance of Ponded water is sufficient, instead 

Of 5 cm Continuous submergence through out the. crop 
period s  

Validacin 3L @ 2 ml per litre of water is 

recommended for the control sheath blight disease of 

rice. (Subject t clearence of the product by the 
central insecticide Board). 

k. 	Triazophos (Hostathion) @ 0.35 kg ai/ha is 
recommended for the control of leaf folder (subject 

to the clearance- of the product by the central insecti-
cide board.) 

1. 	In gallm±dge-ende-mj areas the roots of rice 
seedlings may be dipped in 0.02% suspension of 

Chloropyriphosfo 12 nos. prior to transplanting. 

(include-din the package of practice recommendations) 

84/- 
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3 Sub Project impacts  

This sub project envisages the integrated development 
Of the  central region with a view to maximise the producti-

vity and form income by intensifying research on various  
crops and cropping systems. 

3.1. Physical  

31.1. Staff 	iith the implementation of this Project the 

following incremental staff were sanctioned and appointed. 

Mannu- 	Eruthem- 
Pattam- thy 	pathy 
bi. 

ASSOC±OtC Director 	1. 
Professor 

socite Professor 
1 

4 1 
Assistant Professor 11 1 
Junior Assistant Professor 3 
Design Engineer 

Administrate and supporting posts 10 

3.1.2. Buildinq 

After the implementation of the sub project an 

additional ace of 955 sq.m. are macic available for labora-

tory which helps in the improvement of working condition to/ 

526 sq.m. were 9/lb made avcilable as farm structures like 

glass house, green house net house, seed store., fertilizer 

store, sales counter Meteorological lahQratory implement 
and jeep shed. 

In addition, construction of housing facilities with 

an area of 829 sq.m. were sanctioned and constructed after 
the implementation of .NARP. 

31.3. Transport Euipments & Library facilities 

with the implementation the project the transport 

facilities of the zone were imrovcd by the purchase of 

minibus, staff car and the speed of preparation cultiva-

tion were increased by the purchase of tiller., tractor etc. 
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Costilier laboratory equipments like Zoom binacular micro-

scope, flame photometer, Calton B.O.D incubator, Spectro-

photometer etc. and the new books and periodicals were 
purchase.' 	boost. up the research activities of the 

zone 17 lakh repees were utilized for this purpose. 

3.2. Conceptual  

The research and other activities in the zone are 

implemented in accordance with the NARP concept, The research 

fechnical pro' raInmes of the zone- are formulated as per the 

guide lines of NARP. A good integration was maintained 

among research, teaching extension. Teaching and extension  
personnels were invited to all zonal workshops and zonal 

meeting andachieved maximum participation. 

A strong extension linkage has been developed. The 

research staff in the zone and officers of DOA are meeting 

periodically at various forms for discussing the location 

specific problems and fired priorities of research and ex-
tension prografnmes. 

The status Report of the zone as per the NARP con-

cept was prepared and the detailed information about the zone 

was documented in i. In this re-port are- incorporated an 
in depth information on the natural resources and infrastruc-

tural facilities available in the zone, the crops ar crop 

ing systems, the' existing practices, productivity and 

production of crops, yield potential and gaps, problems and 

constraints of crop production agricultural machinery and 

implements, livestock and livestock production problems, 

research extension linkages and gaps research priorities 
and strategies etc. 

3.3. Technical 

The extent of adoption of specific technologies 

recommended together with the rationable:fok important 

craps are given below. 

•
1 . . .86/- 



Recommendations 

(1) 

Adoption pattern 
------------------- Rationale 

(3) 
A. Rice 

. Crop improvement Varieties 

a. Uplands (Modanland, Purely rain- 
fed) 

PTn-284. 29, 30 and Swarnarnodan. 
b. Pelllyals (Single crop terracd 

Uplands) 

1. Medium CuidtiOfl: Aswathy, Jaya, 
harEthi, IR-8, Mahsurj. and 

K.rthflça 

2. Short duration: Triveni, 
Annapurna and Jyothi. 

c. Doubic crop wet lands 
1. Dry Sowing Dibbling. 

Fjrt crop and second crop 
Medium duration: Aswathy, 

Sabari, Jaya, Eharethy, 
Mahsurj, Karthika, IR-8, 
and Ewarnaprabha 

2. 
 

Tran-spic iitlng 
Lirst and second crop 

Medium duration: Jaya 
I-8, Sabari, Bharathj, 
I-%swathy and Mahsuri. 
During II crop, PT3-4 and 
PTI3-20 are re-commended where 
High yieiig ver:Lctjcs :Trc 
lot comule uo ;JCL.11e 

PTB 28 is the most popular 
variety (about 60%) followed 
by PTB 29 and 30. 

Jaya is the most popular 
variety if Medium duration  
are grown. Generally short 
duration are taken (80%) 

Jyothi occupied 80% of the 
area where short durat ion 
varieties are Cultivated 
followed by Triveni. 

Jaya and Swainaprabha are 
most popular followed by 

Bharathj and Aswathy. 

Bharathi, Jaya and Mahsurj 
Occupied an area of 70%. 
IR-8 is not grown at all. 

PTB-28 is more drought 
resistant and moderately 
resistant to blast. 

High yield potential of Jaya 
and !to gcnzl Lulerance to 
Pests and diseases attract 
farmers. 

High blast resistance and 
high consumer Preference 
(being red kerneled). 
make Jyothi more acceptable. 

In dry sown situations rice 
blast is vGry severe. The 
varieties Jaya, Swarnaprabha 
have got moderate resistance. 

They are preferred for their 
high yield potential and 
quality rice. IR-8 is not 
grown because of its low 
palatability to keralites, 



(1) 

Short duration: Annapoorna 
Jyothi, Triveni-and 
Swarnaprabha. 

Third crop  
(Pun j a) 
Short duration: Annapoorna, 

Triveni, Jyothy and 
Swarnaprabha. 

d. Low rainfall area of Chittoor 
taluk  of Paighat district  

1. Fjtcrop - Direct seeded 
Medium duration varieties- 
-Jaya, Mahsuri. and IR20. 

Short duration varieties: - 
Jyothi and Triveni  
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(2) 

The recommended varieties 
occupy about equal, area, 
except jyothi which is 
having a better coverage. 

Among these short duration 
Varieties Trive-nj is having 
the maximum coverage (80%) 
followed by Ann- poorna 
and Jyothy 	/ 

The most popular variety is 
Mahsuri whiLh occupies an 
area of 80% 

The re-commended varieties 
occupy about an equal area 

(3) 

Jyothi gives high yield 
and resistance to blast 
and BPH. 

Rice quality , high yield & 
short duration makes Triveni 
Preferable. 

Mahsuri is preferred due to 
its rice quality, which 
fetches a high premium price 

2. Se-cc 	Crop: Transplanted. 
Medium duration varieties: 
IR-20 and Mahsuri. 

Sport duration varieties: 
Jyothi and Triveni 

IR-20 occupies  
area. 

The varieties 
equal area. 

2/3rd of the 

OCCUPY and 

IR-20 is resistant to 
stern borer. 

3. Poonthalpams 

Cul. SR.51-3154 and Mahsuri 
Cul. BR-51-3154. Slowly 
replaces Mahsuri. ul. BR-51-3154 is found to 

more adoptable to ill 
drained condition of poonthal-
padam. 
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4. 

II. prop production 
a. SeÔd rate 

1. Broad casting: 80-100 kg/ha 
2. Dibbling 	: 80 -90 kg/ha. 
3.. Transplanting: 60 - 85 kg/ha 

b. ge of Seedlings 
1. Short duration varieties 

18 days 

2. Medium duration varieties 
20-25 days 

co  
1. First crop 

'1odium duration varieties 
20x15 cm 

Short duration varieties 
15x10 cm 

2: Scond crop 
Medium duration varieties 

20x10 cm 
Short duration varieties 

15x10 cm 
3 Third crop 

Medium duration varieties 
2OxlQ cm 

Short duration varieties 
15x10 cm 

Generally adopted, 
some farmers use higher 
seed rate especially for 
broadcasting.  

Fa -1Lers adopt recommended 
aged seedlings rgely. 
30% use overaged seedling 

Generally the recommendations 
are adopted by abot 400% of 
the farmers. Others resort 
to wider spacing. 

To compensate poor 
germination and bird 
damage. 

over aged seedlings are 
used due to the late 
receipt of  monsoon and 
delay in Preparatory 
cultivation due td labour 
scareci ty. 

Earlier, wider spacing 
was given by the labour 
due to planting of local 
varieties. 
The introduction H,Y.V 
and the present recommen-
dations are yet to be 
Practiced by the labourers. 

More over the farmers arc-
in a hurry to finish more 
area per Unit time. 



Only a very few farmers 
adopt this recommendation 
being a new one. 

The entire rc-corpjnonded 
quantity is ot applied 
by fermeis, 

- mc f:rrrenT (30%)are adopting 
the full dose.. 8a many 
farmers either give higher 
(N. only) or lower quantities 
of recommended dc3e. 

d Leaving ailcy ways  
Leave a spacing of 30 cm after 
planting every 3m to facilitate 
spraying and other cultural 
operations. 

a. Manures and fertilizers  
l. Application of 5 t/ha organic 

rnanirc Es basal.  

2. Fertilizer schedule  
N P K. 

Uplands PTB-28,29 & 30 
(Mo(f.an) 

HYV (short 
duration) 

:'Ict lands HYV (short 
duration) 

HYV (Medium) 
Local varieties 

1 / 
	H4  

11 
	Mahsuri 

(kg/ha) 
40:20:20 

60 30 30 
70:35:35 

90:45:45 
40-20:20 
70:45:45 
50:25:25 
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The farmers fear a low 
yield due to leaving a 
row uflpla.nted. 

Scarecity and high 
transportation cost 
of the material. 

Farmers use complex. 
not meeting the Lull 
requirement of 'P' and 
"K' due to the easiness 
in transporting and 
application. The finan-
cial constraints and 
limited resources make 
the farmers limitted to 
the use of N fertilizer 
alone. Which give imme-
diate response by a 
greenish look to the 
crop. 

Farmers Lear that basal 
application will induce 
weed growth. Non avail-
ability of P in time also 
make the fa.Lulers to skip 
basal dose. Comparatively 
high transportation cost 
of straight fertilizers 
and the task of mixing at 
proper dose genr ral] y 
leads to i:; P n-
auu] icr:. 

3. Method of fertilizer application 
Apply 'F' Full as basal. 
Apply 'K' 	as basal and 

half at P.I. stage. 
Apply 'Nitrogen' in split as 

basal and top dressing at 
Maximum tillering and P.I. 
stages 

Under dry sown conditions 
only very few adopt basal 
application. 
Under transplanted condition 
50% apply basal manures, 
others use either complexes 
or 'N' fertilizers at 
Till(-ring and P.1, tacs, 
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E ied control in dry sown rice 

Application of benthiocarb 
(3.1/50C 1)/ha or Eutachlor 
(2.5 1/500 '1)/ha on the same 
day of seeding or the next day. 

III. Croo Protection 

a. Nurser1 

I. Sprayinc ekalux (1 ml/litre) or 
dirnecron (0.5 ml/litre) or mono-
crotophcs (1.5 ml/litre) against 
stcrnbor€r, gailmidga etc. 10 days 
before uprooting seedling. 

2. Spraying Hinosan (1 ml/litre) or 
Bavistir. (1 9/litre) against rice 
blast 10 days bc-fore up rooting 
secdling. 

3. Apply Crbofuran (250 g/10.0 sq.m) 
against stem borer and galimidge 
10 clays after seedling. 

4. Sced.ling root dip in 0.02% 
Chirpyriphos for 12 hours prior 
to tranEplanting in gailmidge 
endemic areas. 

Generally not adopted 	Lack of awareness, 
availability and special 
care to be taken up for 
weedicide application. 

Only a very few farmers are 
adopting plant protections 
in nursery. Some farmers are 
using chemicals which are not 
specified for certain pests. 

The farmers do not feel 
the importance of nursery 
protection. The farmers 
who resort to the appli-
cation of chemicals other 
than the recommended ones, 
are using what ever che-
micals are available in 
the market. 

Not adopted The farmers are not 
adopting this recommen-
dation as it is a laborious 
process. Perceptible 
ben-fits, not realised as 
it is a prophylactic measure. 
Moreover the non availability 
of large containers for re-
taining seedlings also limi-
tted the adoption. 
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b. Main field 

1. Steniborer, Gailmidge, leafroller 
Rice bug, brown plant hopper, 
spraying monocrotophos (1.5 ml/1±.) 
dirnecron (0.5 ml/litre), ekalux 
(2 ml/litre) Carbofuran (18 kg/ha) 
metacid (1 ml/litre ) 

2. Blast, sheath blight, sheath rot, 
brown spot. Spraying hiriosan 
(i ml litre) Bavistin (1 g/uitre) 
Dithane -2.78 (4g/litre) 

IV. Postharvest  tchog 
a 	orage of rice seeds in Polythene 

bags (700 guage) to retain 

9 months 
viability over 80% more than  

Generally 75% adopt 
Plant protection measure, 
most of the farmers adopt 
Spraying E.C. formulations 

The farmers who resort to 
the application of 
chemicals other than the 
recommended ones Due to 
high cost of granular 
insecticide use in main 
field is lirnitted. 

Non-application of fungi-
cide is mostly due to non availability of the 
recommended chemical 
locally in smaller packing 
and due to high cost of 
the 	chemical 

Being a low cost input the 
farmers are ready to 
accept the recommendation 

Non adoption is mainly 
due to the unawareness of 
the new technology. The 
farmers only adopt the 
conventional systems of 
storage. 

?bout 50% of the farmers 
adopting this recommen-
dation. 

a. Spraying fresh Cowdung extract (20 g/litre) against bacterial 
leaf blight. 

Generally adopted 

Only 10 percent of the 
farmers adopt this 
recommendation 



3. PuLa 	Cowpea 
a. Varietics 

New era, PTBj 
(Kanakamany) C'-152 
PTB-2 (Krishnamony) 

2. $ecd rate 
I]roacicastina 20-25 kg/ha 
Dibbling 	20 kg/ha 
or vegetable type 10-12 kg/ha. 

3. Seed inoculation with 
P"h l_L zObium and pelleted 
with lime 

4. Fertilizer recommendation 
Lime - 250 kg/ha or dolomite 

400 kg/ha. N 	- 20 kg/ha 
P05 	- 30 kg/ha 
1(20 	- 10 kg/ha 

911,  

Recommended varieties 
are adopt cdonly about 
30% farmers. Among the 
recommended varieties 
New era is adopted largely. Others USC local varieties 

Adopted by about 6,0% 

Usually not adotd 

Not usually adopted 

Cowpea is generally not 
grown for gxain purpose. 
It is used as a vegetable  
in kitchen gardens and 
grown as a pure crop in 
rice fellows after the 
harvest first or second 
crop paddy. Lack of suffi-
cient quantities of the 
recommended varieties to 
large areas. The local 
varieties are stable yielders 
and well adopted to local 
situations. 

Some farmers use high seed 
rate in order to maintain 
Plant Population and stand 
required for higher yields. 

Unawareness laborious 
Process and the Rhizobium  
cultures are available only 
at microbiological labora-
tory Pattambi. 

Some farmers use FYM only. Many believe that pulses  
donot require fertilization 



5. 	Laflrotection  

a. Pod borers 
Spray carbaryl (0.2%) 
Fenthion (0.05%) 

b. Pea aphids 
Spray Malathion (0.05%) 
or Uiflalphos (0.03%) 
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Not adopted 

Adopl only by about 15% 

or 

C- Fungal disease 
Spray Bordeaux mixture (1%) 

C. Groundnut 

1. Varjctjs. 

2MV1, TMV-2, TMV-7 
'I-3, TG-14, Spanish 

improved. 

Usually not adoptc:d 

Mostly Tr4v2  is cultivated 
(80%). The oth?r recommended 
varieties are aäopted by 
only 5% of the farmers. 

The groundnut cultivation 
area is limited to Chittoor. 
taluk and adjacent to Tarnil—
nadu border. Lack of suffi-
cient quantities of seed also 
limittod the adoption of the 
recommended varieties. Local 
varieties are well adopted to 
local situations Farmer's use 
their own seeds, 

Financial constraints non 
awareness of the befits, 
pod borers are not an 
important pest. 

Found effective, but not 
Practiced because of 
uncertain returns, risk 
involved and the cultivation 
is mainly confined to 
kitchen gardens.  

Un awareness and difficulty 
in identification of the 
disease symptoms. 
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Found effective, but not 
Practiced because of 
uncertain returns, risk 
involved and the cultivation 
is mainly confined to 
kitchen gardens.  

Un awareness and difficulty 
in identification of the 
disease symptoms. 



Usually not dooted 
grountnut is mostly 
grown as a rainf ad 
crop during Kharif season. 

Non-adoption is due to the 
lack of irrigation water. 

4- 

2. Seed rate 

Pure crop spreading type 
TNV-2 75kg kernels/ha. 

Runch types TMV2, TMV-7 
100 kg kernels/ha 

Mixed crop in coconut gardens 
Spreading type 60kg kernels/ha. 
bunch type 80 kg kernels/ha. 

3. 	etilizer racommendation 
Cattle manure or compost 2 t/ha. 

NPK 	107575 kg/ha 
Gypsum 	200 kg/ha. 

4... Lrigation 
Irrigate crop once in 7 days 

5. Plant protection 

Adopted by all 
High seed rate helps to 
maintain plant Population and 
this incidently checks need 
growth. 

Generally adopted Some farmers use FYM or 
cattle manure only. # Un-
certain returns. 

Red hairy caterpillars 
spray carbaryl 0.15% 

apply BHC 10% DP or Aldrin 100/- 

DP. in soil at the time of seeding. 

c. Tikka leaf spot disease 
spraying with Bordeaux 
mixtures 1% before flowering. 

a.  

b.  Farmers are aware of its 
importance, but benefit. 
cost ratio is low due to 
risk involved under low 
soil moisture conditions. 

Adoption is only 10% 

Most of the farmers adopt 
spraying of Bordeaux 
mixture. 



4. Summary ad conclusion  

Achievements 

4.1.1. 	Physical 

With the implementation of the prject 
purchase of new equipment, vehicles, under 

taking civil works, recruitment of scientific 

and supporting staff etc., effected and the 

details are represented in histogtam. 

4,1 .2. 	Conceptual 

By the implementation of the sub project 

the linkage of scientists in the ZCfl(with 

Officers of the Agricultural Department, 

input agencies and scientists of the other 

organisations has been fully established. 

The research programmes taken up were problem 

oriented and locajon specific. 

41.3 	1echnjca1 
4.1.3.1. 	Research contributions 

Lead functions • Regional Agricultu1 

Research Station, 

Pattambi. 

Rice and rice based 

farming system, Pulses. 

Research achievements 

1. Three rice varieties 	Swarna modan 

(PTB 42), Swarnaprabha (PTB 43) and Resmi 

(PTB 44) were released for general cultiva—
tion. 

2. Rice cultures 	233322; 1727 	1.54; 
745; 796; BR 513154BR 52963; 841 and 

871 are under the stages of release. 
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3. A fer:ilizer dose of 50:2525 Kg N 

2 059 K20/ha is recommended for the 

variety rnahsuri. The N may be applied 

as 50% basal 25% at ative tillering 

and 25% 1 week before panicle initiation. 

4. In rierice(Medium)-fal'Low cropping 

system, the NPK dose for second crop can 

be reduced to 75% of the recommended 

level, 

5. In rioeri (mec1) green manure cropping 

system, a reduction of fertilisar dose for 

first and second crop by 75% is recoirnnded. 

6. Placement of N in the fcrm of urea super 

granules can be delayed upto 20 days 

after transplanting without detriment to 

the yield of the crop during first crop 

season. 

7. Maximum N use efficiency was achieved 

when sulphur coated urea uas employed as 

N source for rice. 

8. During the second crop season 5 cm 

irricàtion once in 	days will be quite 

adeqiate for project areas where water 

is assured. 

9. For summer rice 5 cm irrigation 2 days 

after disappearance of ponded water is 

sufficient instead of 5 cm continuous 

submergence throughout the crop period. 

10. The N loss through ammonia volatilization 

from the subrperged rice soils recorded 

5.3% of applied N during the first crop 

season and 9.5% during the second crop 



NRP Phase-ii Financial outlay and Expenditure 
34.57 

Original outlay 
(Rs. in lakhs) 

27.83 

ED Expenditure 25.42 	(Rs. in lakhs) 

23,74 24.01 

17.12 

L---- 
incremental 
staff 

Equipment 

5.01 

Operating cost Civil works 

7.40 

16.79 

13.65 

Yearwise financial expenditure  (R3  in lakhs) 

7.48 

3.54 

27-11-81 to 1982- 
31-3--82 83 

23.86 

22,12 

I 	I 

1983 14- 1985- 1986-87 
84 	85 	86 (upto 26-11-87) 
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Professor 

Tiller Trasport vehicle  

4 

2 2 

3 

2 

NARP Phase-.I: LTIpact on strengthening of R.A.R.s, Pattambi 

or 	 B. Farm machinar1 
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under different Sources and method of 

application. Among the different sources 

used lac coated urea, urea super granules 

and urea split application helped to 
reduce the N loss, 

11. Benthiocarb and Sutachior were found 
as the best pre—emergent weodicida for 
rice in dry sown condition. 

12. Resurgence of leaf folder is noted in 
Plots treated with Carbofuran, 

13. Rice variety Resmi is Pound resistant 

to leaf folder and tolerant to gall 
midge, 

14, Triaophos (Hostathion) © 0.35 kg ai/ha 

is found very effective in controlling 
leaf folder. 

15 9  In gall midge endemic areas dipping 

roots of rice seedlings in 0.02% 

Suspension of (-ehlorophyrinhos for 
12 hours prior to transplanting is 
found effective. 

16. Spraying of fresh cow dung (20 g/litre)Xfr5 ct 
was found very effective for the control 

of bactorial leaf blight of rice, 

17. Spraying of topsim M. 70 WP was 

found very effective in controlling 
blast and sheath blight. 

18. Váljdacjn - 3 L © 2 ml/litre of water 

is found very effective in controlling 
sheath blight. 

19. The chemical fongrone 50 VIP was found 

as the best seed dressing agent in 
checking seedling blast. 
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20. 	The viability of medium duration rice 

variety can be maintained at 80% if 

stored in poly bags (700 guage) at 

12 months of storage. The viability of 

short duration is also maintained at 

	

.80% 	upto 8 months if stored in poly 

bags of 700 guage. 

21 • 	A pulse variety Krishnamon (PTB-2) 

has been evolved and released for general 

cultivation. 

22. Two cultures (Cul 9 and 7) with better 

grain quality than Krishnamony has been 

isolated. 

23. Cowpea variety Kanakamony (PTB-1) is 

found more tolerent to drought situa-

tions. 

24. For summer cowpea irrigation was found 

as the mostimporbant input. 

25. Application of phosphorus 	Potassium 

25 kg.2 05/ha and 10 Kg K20/ha was 

effective in increasing the grain yield 

of horsegram. 

26. Cowpea seeds stored with screw lid could 

maintain the germination of 75% with low 

beetle damage of 25% for a period of 7 

months after harvest. 

Torifjca-Ljon functions 	- 	Sub centre, Mannuthy 

Rice, Groundnut, Pulses, 

and fabrication of farm 
tnchinery. 
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Research achievements. 

.1. 	
Application of urea in theform of urea  
super grnu5 increases grain yield in 

Paddy. The dose of Nitrogen can be redu-
ced Considerably if ureasupr granules  
are used 

2. Joist application of Carbouran © 0.75 kg. 
al/ha and urea to supply 10 kg. N/ha, 20 

days after Planting of paddy Increases 

grain yield and controls posts. 

3. Seed treatment with molybdenum @ 1 gm/kg 

of seed increases the grain yield in pulses. 

4. Groundnut variety J4 recorded the highest 
Yield of Pods. This variety also recorded 
the highest shelling percentage, 

5. Sesarnum Yarietjes ACV-1 and 014-3 are the 
two Promising varieties for rabi in uplands 

and in summer rice follows respectively. 

A paddy winnowercumc1eaflor has been 

fabricated, which has the efficiency of 

cleaning i000 kg/hour for grain purpose 

and 600 kg/hour for seed purpose 

7. 	
The cropping system lnvoving tapioca 

as intercrop in banana vr nendran recor-

ded the highest net returns. 

Sub centre Eruthempathy 
groundnut, dry farming. 

arch AQhievement 

Conformative results of testing of new varieties 
."Ind cultures of g  roundnut blackgram and 	

not b±ajned 

6, 

8 	two row paddy dibbler has been dëvoloped 
Efforts are being made to incorporate a 

fertilize app1icat with the dibbler. 
Testing function 



4.1 ..2. 

Si. No. 

I )NTJ E 7 L11 LHui 	F 	:1uDLNI3 	t\ NI,  D c:rI LJNS 

Problems identified Action Taken/Recommendations given 

I RICE 

A. CROP INPROVENENT 

1.  Evolving high yielding rice varieties with built Some of the varieties like Rohini, Jyothi, Cul-1907 
1esistance to diseases, like Sheath blight, blast 

bacterial blight, Tungro and grassy stunt vixu 	and 
pasts like stemborer BHP and gailmidga. 

developed at this Station were also 
resistant to leaf blast, 
Prerelease cultures viz., 25315, 
26331, 	19541, 	25335, 	25100, 
NO 1307 	MD 168 9 	MD 170. 

found to be 

were showing 
Resistant to 
shaelth blight. 

2.  Breeding Semitall photosensitive high yielding 
vaxieties for the second crop season. 

Cul-25100 released as 'Reshmi' 	is stisfyizig the 
requirements with a high yield. 

3.  Evolving varietioc suitable to withstand temporary 
flooding'and ill drained conditions. 

Cul—BR-51-315-4 and BR 52-96-3 have been found to 
be promising in flood prone areas. 

.. 
Developing suitable varieties for dry sown and The variety '5warnaprbha' released recently is also 
upland areas. found to be suitable for dry sown and upland conditions. 

5. Stress Physiology in Rica. Under screening progrmme for drought tolerance, 
Cul-23332'2 was found to be drought tolerant. 

=-_ m  	

(Contd., .. ,.. . .2) 
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B. 	CRLF -PRODUCTION 

6. Studies on slow release Nitrogen sources  tNt 
inhibitors, applications time and teciniquas for 
maximum fertilizer Efficienc, 

7. Evolving Fertilizer recommendations specific to 
varieties. 

a. 	Heibjoidal cum cultural methods of weed control for 
upland and wet land conditions, 

9. FG-rtilizex recommendations specific to seasons. 

10. Cause fox lack of response foi F L K in 37 -'Lc--oC 

11- 11. Methods of application of water and moistue requixe 
ment at critical stages. 

Sulphar coated gives maximum  tNt use Cffi6iencyl  
Urea as suporgranujes gives a hiuhor yield, 
Placement Techniques ware tried, 

Recommendations were given for r'lazhoorj, IR-8, Jaya eto, 
based on the research findings. 

Weed control operations for direct sown low land rice. 
Application of Banthiocarb 0 lkg/ha at 6 OAS is Iecomrn 
ended. Economics of weed control under transplanted 
conditions are wolkodout 

Recommendation was given as 50:25:25 kg/ha of N,P 
and K for first and second crop season fox medium 
fertile soils. 

Two trials had been conducted and found that there 
was no response.. No conclusion could be drawn. 

A normal 5 cm water throughout the crop growth is not 
necessary. Result indicated that to give irrigation 
5 cm depth 3 days after disappearance of applied water 
in P11 -1 	(II) Crop and 2 days in summer is found 
be sufficient to get a good yield. 

(Coitd.......... 
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c. FLANT PROTECTION  

12. Control of diseases like blast, ShaaZ±h blight and 
bacterial loaf blight. 

13. Control of rice pasts of a. galifly 

b. Leaf roller 

14. Econornic dOSC of Cuinaiphos 25 EC 

15 Conjunctive application of carbofuran and urea fox 
increased efficiency. 

D. Post harvest Technology 

16. iroc055ing of paddy. 

17. storage studieson paddy.  

Spraying Iopsin, N. 70 WP 0 log/litre is found very 
effective against blast and shoath blight. 
Spraying NBC (1 g m/1) twice at 15 days interval or 
Spraying NBC 1/1 followed by spray of Topsin 11 (lgm/l 
waxe found to be most affoctive against sheath blight 
of rice. Spraying validacin 3 L 0 3 L 0 2m1/li-Lie of 
watei is found effctiv against sheath blight disooso, 
Spraying cowdung sxtiact (20gm/1) was found to be off, 
active against BLB  of rice. 

Soodling root dip in chiorphyxiphos 0,02% solution for 
12 his. effectively control the gailmidga incidence 
and racommendcd fox package of practice. 
Hostothion (Triazophos) was found to ba vary effective 
against leaf rollers, 

750 ml of Ekolux 25CC was found to be economic dose 
fox Rico pest control and recommended. 

Carbofuran when applied in conjunction with 10 kg of 
N in the form of ureawas to givan high yields and 
batter past control. 

A paddy winnower cum cleaner wasdoveloped in ARS, 
Riannuthy and found to be very efficient. 

Storing Jaya seeds in Poly bags (700 guaga) found to 
retain thu viability for a period of 13 months while 
fox Txjven. it was for 9 months. 

(Contd ......  
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II . PtJL5 ES AND DI LS EEDS 

A 	PULSES  

Screening and selection of shade tolerant pulses 
end long podded cowpea for rice follows. 

S ES AMU M 

Evolution of medium duration drought resistant 
sesamum with multiple pods, 

GROUNDNUT 

Foxtvnjne cowpea varieties tolerant to partial shade 
have been identified, 
PTB2  (K4shnamony) a high yielding grain type coupea 
is released for cultivation for summer rice fellows. 
Horsooram culture recording 15-20 percent higher 
yield than the local variety have been identified. 

Work initiated 

B. 

Bunchy variety of gxoundnuts 
gardens and as pur crop, 

suitable fox coconut 

D. OTHER CROPS  

1. TAPIODA 

Evaluation of high yielding varieties. 

A spacing trial with groundnut varieties in coconut 
garden was conducted. Spanish improvement and TMV2 
recorded highest yield coconut gardens and xecomman 
daion was given for optimum spacing, 
103 and 10 14 were found to be good bunch varieties 
with a hi.jhx yield potential. 

A trial has been initiated for studying the yield 
performance of different varieties/selections. 
Tapioca and grcundnut intaxcxdpping studios re-
vealed that Tapioca M4 + groundnut variety GC-3 
combination gave a maximum tapioca yield. 
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41.j.3. 	SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGIES RECOMMENDED AND ADOPTED 

The three new rice vax.eius released (Swarnamodan, 

Swarnaprabba and Reshmi) from this station is getting 

warm reception from the farmers. Among this Stharnaprabha 

is more popular due to its adaptability to all seasons and 

locations. Rosmi— a tall, photosensitive variety is 

getting more popularity duo to its high grain and straw 

yield. 

As a low cost technology sprying of fresh couidung etract 

(20g/litre) is adopted by all farmers when aver OLD 

symptoms are observed and identified.. 

The fertilizer recommendation of Mallsixi is also adopted 

by many farmers to get maximum produc-tS.vi-ty, baoause this 

variety is popular especially in Falohat distyict as it 

get a high premium price. 

4,1,34, 	Specific technologies recommended bu-  lamely not adopted. 

The recommendation of seedling root dip in 0,021,'. chioropy-

1phos solution against galimidge is not adopted by the 

farmers as it is a laborious
- 

process Non availability of 

large containers for retaining seedlings as wli the time 

lag befoxe planting are also reasons for non adoptions, 

The technology developed for retention of seed viability 

namely storing in 700 guage polythene bags also is not 

being adopted probably due to the unawareness of the new 

technology. The farmers have not yet changed from their 

conventional storage systems. 
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4 2, ADDITIONAL RELUIREMNTS REALISED TO MEET THE NEEDS CF THE 
REGION 

The reseor 	
programmes initiated during phase I has to be 

continued and intensified in order to tackle the location 

Specific 
problems, The following areas are worth mentioning. 

fox 	
xc ion/a ca 

Low rainfall area of central region comPrisirg of Chlttoor 

and KolJ.ogQ0 Taluk differ widely from other agxo nlimãtic 

areas of the legion. The rainfall hero is less than 1000 mm 

pecIpiat±0, covering about 50000 hectaros. Black soil 

is 	
p . xedominent and the moon tempexatur.e range is between 

40c (April—May) to 210c (anuary—Febxuary) ° 
Resear 

should be started in the following lines far imroving the 

farming practices, 

1. Standardisation  of premonsoon tillage apexOtons 

for moisture conservation. 

2. To increase the waLx balding capacity by dditlon 

of suitable organic matter, 

3. Devising and Testing tillage implements for 

cultural opeatjons 

4. Contour bunding for moisture conservatjo. 

5. 
Water management px0ct0 in additjtn to mulching 

and covor crops, 

4.2.2.H0RflCULflJRE 

1. Research for selection and screening of now 

varieties suitable for the Control region fox 

ogotable and tuber ClapS. For this r.co ?1low 

and xivr bed (during summer) has to bUtilisod o  

the maximum  possible.extent. 

2. Water and Fertiliz:r management fDI the above crops 

in the rice follows and river beds: 
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3. Standaxdisction of Aqronomic poctices for Banana growing 

as rotation rop in wet lands, 

4. To evaluate cost - DeneTit ratio of various cropping 

systems and tubeas, 

5. Storage studios on vegetables and vegetable scads. 

4.2,38 OLERI CULTURE 

  

This envisages the following aspects. 

1. Survey and collection of varieties and specis of 

veget'ablc and horticultural plants and their allied 

species. 

2. Vegetativa propagation and seed multiplication of pro-

mising ones. 

3. Breeding and induced mutation fox developing new vailoties, 

4. Nutrition, irrigation and indoor ojd out door cultivation 

of these plants, 

4 24, 	OpexationalReseaTch Projccs 

ORP on Manaycmont plac o 	o' d:y soon first crQp, second 

cropof rice and on the economic utiotion of rice faflows 

and post-harvest Iechnology 

4,2.5. 	Animal husbandn,y:  

Cattle roaring 'ios tj be econ micolly intact- wined with the 

rice hosed croppinc system for the ojtuoi. benefits. The 

following approaches are to be attempted. 

1. Enrichment of paddy straw for nutrient and digostahiity 

and their effect on the milking and working ability of the 

cattles. 

2. Evaluation of supplementation LJf paddy stock with urea-

Molasses block. 

LL26 	Post harvest Tec -nolcqy.  

Post harvest Technology is a important aspect needing a lot 

of attention. Hence the important aspecs that can be taken 

for research are mertuioo icoce 8  

if 
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1. 
Analysis of field level Constraints in seed Processing 

and presarvotien ofthe produce of rnaox crops like RIce, 

Pulses, Vegetables, 011 seeds etc. 

2. Idontjficticn of factors responsible for loss of via-

bility of 
seeds and developing proper techniques. 

3. 
Studios on occurrence, extent of damage and control 

measures of 
the seed borne pests and diseases, 

4. 
Seed dormancy and Techniques to overcome 

it, 

4,2,7• 	Management I nfoirnaj n  system 

This is pxopcsed to establish a management info±mation 

system for stream lining the research management, uconcjmjc 

analysis and labour management aspects. The results 
cc-in be 

Utilisd as a consultancy to the farming community, 

4.2.0, 	
Infrastxuctuxalfocijit. 

The infrastructurci additional facilities needed to implement 

the above is briefly listed out, 

4.2,9, 	civil Works 

1, Class loom fox Trainees. 

2, 
Animal shed with provision fox moabojjsm studies, 

3. S
trengthening the Farm campus and irrigation SoUXc, 

4,2,10. Oquipmong 

1. Hotair oven 

2. Weighing balance 	Anal ical 

3. Sprinkler Unit, 

4. PX0jOCtOX with accessories 

5. Camera, 

6. Weigh bridge. 

7, Chaff cut-tar 

0, Ergometer 

9. Bailing machine 

10, Garden txactc. 

ii. Powel generator 

12, Photocopinr machine, 

13. Mini Copi.ftoi. 
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APPENDIX  

LIST OF EQUIPMENTS  PURCHASED 
(year wise) 

Si. 

    

No. 	Name of equipment Cost (Rs.) 

      

      

      

44,930,76 
2. Tractor 	 1905p643.,81 
3. Mini bus including transport 

charge 	 11931053.74 
4. Ambassador car including trans-

port charge 

5. 5 HP Jet Pump 

1982-83 

1 • 	Zoom binocular microscope 
(2 nos.) 	 32,270,50 

2. Inoculation chamber (1 No.) 	6,050.61 
3. Keltron Electronic Calculator 

(5 Nos.) 	 18,690.00 
4. Deep freezer (1 No.) 	16,024.58 

5. Irrigation materials and 
freight charges 	31834.88 

6. Centrifuge model R-24 0 No.) 	8,750.96- 
7. Autoclave 	0 No.) 	7,659.05 
8. Grinder 	0 No.) 	3,115.40 
9. Conductivity meter along with 

conductivity cell 	5,038.00 

10. Duplicating machine 
Double pan counter' scale (1 no.) 
Double pan counter set of 
weights 

Metallic stand for net radio- 
meter 	0 No.) 

13. 	High Precision constant 
Temperature bath 	(1 No.) 

10,924.78 

1 468.16 

1 ,300.00 

6,754.00 

A. R..A,R.S. Pattambi 

1981-82  

1. 	Tiller 

79,157.00 

4,569.40 



12. 	
Ependiture for installation of 
radiation instrument 

110 	Bench platform 	
11,672.25 

	

3. 	Vacuum oven (i no.) 	
9,741 .30 

	

9. 	Deionjser (1 set) 

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Materials for fencing 305.08 
Agro meter weight instruments 4,049,94 
Automatic rain guage (i 	No.) 5,789.36 
Voltage stabiliser (1 	no.) 1,424.50 

9,310,68 10. 	Refrigerator (1 no.) 	
9,121.95 

176.36 

A.I.2 

3 

14. Bench platform set 	118780 
15. Calton B.D.D. Incubator (1 No,) 	15,657.60 
16. Labimex (Thermohydrograph) (2 Nos.) 	7,724.20 
17. Rem! Revolutionary Research 

Centrifuge (i No.) 	6,156.00 
18. Electric hot air oven (1 No.) 	99200.00 
19. Electric muffle furnace (1 No.) 	5,200.00 
20. Dol starter 	 555.00 
21. Spare parts for jet pump 	76.31 
22. Almjrah 	 99370.00 
23, 	Chair, tables 	 Y,315.00 
24. Metallic stand for net radiometer 	19300.00 
25. Radiation instrument stand 	140.55 
26. Advertisement charges 	39103.60 

Clas swares: 

1. Kjeldahl distillation assembly 
(2 nos.) 

2. Micro kieldahi distillation set 
(4 nos.) 

3. Double distillation water still 
(i no,) 

1983-84 

1. Lux meter with freight charges 
2. Cabinet stand 
3. New Tuliman Self-indicating bench 

platform scale (1 No.) 

798.34 

6,350,40 

3,78952 

7,860.75 

1 7160.75 

5,629.24 



A.1,3 

1 	2 	 3 

13. 	Soil Thermometer (10 no.) 
14, 	Microtome (i no.) 
15. Electric hot air oven 
16. Electric hot air oven with dial 

therrno meter 	 9,200.00 
17. Insect rearing chamber 	28,160.00 
18. Seed moisture meter (1 no.) 	99143.00 
19. Advertisement charges 	39706,00 
20. Rent handling charges and agency 

charges for clearing the import 	735.00 of balance from Germany 

1984-85 

1 	Thermometers 	 2,326.50 
2. Spare lamp for zoom microscope 	301.05 
3. Triple beam balance (1 no.) 	479.25 
4. Water still 	 915.84 

906.42 

1,831.50 

12,000,00 

5. Microfilm reader with balance due 
(1 no.) 	

15,223.74 
6. Electric motor 
7. Flame photometer (1 no.) 
8. pH meter 
9. Hot plate (i no.) 

10. Trinocular microscope (1 no1) 
11. Voltage stabilizer 
12. Remi 4 place swing out head 

angle head 

13. Hand compression sprayer 0 no.) 

	

14, 	Furniture 

	

5. 	Gas cylinder, freight charges, 
security deposit 

16. Chromatography pit (t set) 
including delivery and loading 
charges 	- 

17. Advertisement charges 
18. Glasawares 

1985-86 

1. Grinding mill (1 no.) 
2. Polarising microscope ( 1 no.) 

2,491 .70 
66,41 3.60 

4,576.00 

1 ,960.Q0 

12,364.00 

815.85 

2,984.80 

566.55 

1,18,146.15 

4,967.40 

1 ,749.00 

4,182. 00 

19,028.65 

4,1 80.00 

43,675.25 
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3, 	Potters t tower (i no.) and 
accessories 

	

4i 	Slide pro - ecor (1 no.) 

	

5. 	Cork boring machine ( 1 no 

	

5. 	Battery operated conductivity 
meter 	 39705.67 

7. Bank commission 	 i ,084.00 
8. Voltage stabilizer (i no.) 	42856.95 
9. X.R.D. 	 79040772.00 
10. Electric timer (2 nos.) 	528.00 
11. Water Bath 	0 no.) 	 825.00 
12, Spectro photometer 	 19 9440.00 
13, pH meter 0 no.) 	 3,808.00 
14. Gas plant 	unit) 	 12 2320,00 
15. Cheaicals 	 1,445.15 

	

is, 	Glasswares 	 22,988.80 

1986-87 

	

1. 	Fume hood 	 10,879.00 

	

2, 	Ke,ltron over head projector 	3,976.00 
3. P.A. system 	 4,761 .00 
4. Avitrol Trolley 	 19564.00 
5. Block Digestor 	 28,561 .57 

	

6, 	Gas plant accessories 	69042.50 

	

7. 	Glass wares 	 14,415.70 

B. ARS, Mannuthy 

1. High Pressure gass cylinder 

2. Reduction gear box (iO:t.) 
3, 	do- 	( 5:5) 
4. Acetylene cylinder 	cluding 

delivery charges 

5. Platform balance with weights 
6. Jülaman Counter scale 10 kg. capacity 

including cost of weights and 
charges towards packing and 
forwarding 

2,306.00 

7,247.50 

49235.00 

3,1 25.30 

4,672.60 

15,782.50 

6,325.00 
AI 	)c 

1 '.).JO 
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A.I,5 

1 2 

7. 	Pipe bending machine 

Drilling machine and accessories 
9. 	Addison Tool and cutter grinder 

1.0 1 0,

Shaping machine 
11.. 	Hardness tester 

12. Universal milling machine 

13. Side and face milling, cutter 
14.Winnower—cum—cleaner (cost of 

materials and labour charges) 	2,547,57 
15, 	Universal vice and drill point 

and tap lead grinding attachment 
(accessories to tool & cutter 	5,024,50 grinder) 

16. Mterjals purchased to make the 
electrical system of muting 	93.10 
machine in working condition 

17. Loading, unloading, freight 
charges etc., of machines 	6 9950.70 

18. Installation charges of milling 
machine 	 325,00 

19. Installation of machines 	260.75 

8. 

3 

3,822.00 

32,050.68 

24,21 6.50 

49,751 .30 

7.91 95.00 
2953 2031.96 

940.00 



APPENDIX: II 

A brief account of books purchased under NARP 

Amount Year No.of books 
purchased 

1984-85 
	

40 
	

2,1 30.75 

1985-86 
	

96 
	

18,175,37 

Total 
	

136 
	

20,305.12 

The following journals are also being subscribed. 

1 . Indian Horticulture 

2, Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics 

3. Poultry guide 

4. Livestock adviser 

5. Current Science 

6. Dairy guide 

7. Indian Journal of genetics and 'lant Breeding 

8. Madras Agricultural Journal 

9. Fertilizer News 

10. Pesticides 

11. Plant Breeding Abstracts 

12, Crop Science 

13. Agronomy Journal 

14. Indian Journal of Plantation Crops 

15. Indian Journal of Plantation Crops 

16, Indian Journal of Extension Education 

17. Indian Journal of Agronomy 

18. Japan Agricultural Research 



84-85 82-83 85-86 83-84 
Total 

86-87 
upto 
26-11g6 

2.62 

1.49 

3.13 

0.24 

3.92 

6.95 

5.23 

0.69 

5.21 

14.45 

3.08 

1.12 

6.39 

5.75 

8.46 

1.52 

5.58 

5.93 

0.70 

1.44 

23.74 

34.57 
* 
17.12 

5.01 

. uJ 
Total 

22.12 
84.66 	3.54 

13.65 	80.44 
7.48 	16.79 

APPENDIX III 

Pro  I  e  c t expenditure 
tatement s howi na the 1earwjce e xpendjt u r e for"each head 	from 1-11-81 to  26-11-86 

Name of the 
Si. sub head 
No. 

1. Incremental 
staff 

2. Civil works 

3. Equipment 

4. Operating cost 

5. Farm Development 

Original 	81-82 
outlay 	(1-11-81 
approved 	to 
(in lakhs) 31-3-82) 

	

27.83 	0.02 

24.01 

	

25.42 	3.52 

	

7.40 	6.00 

Bank refunded the L.C. Account of Rs. 7,00,000 as per credit note dt. 3.10.86 issued on 27-10-86. 



Institute in the Region 

1981-82 College of Hort1cult1, 
Vellanjkkaxa 

19a2-83 	H  
1983-84 a 

b. Regional Agricultural Research. 
Station, Pattambi. 

APPENDIX - Iv 

Scientific papeis publish: 

The numbex of scientific and populox axticles published by 

diffoxent stations are summarised below:_ 

Scientific 
articles 

Populax  
articles 

27 33 

56 28 

33 - 
7 15 

c o  Agronomj Research Station, 
hcüakudy. 	 2 

d 0  Banana Research Station, 
Kannara. 	 1 

e, Diroctorat of Extensjon 
Mannuthy. 	

5 

1984-85 a. College of Horticulture. 
Vejlanjkkara 	35 

b. Regional Agricultural Research 
Station, Pattambi. 

c 	Agiiculurl Research Station, 
Mannuthy, I 

d. Agronomic and Medicinal Plants 
Research Station, Odakkali. 	I 

o, Banana Research Station, Kannara. 	7 

la85_86 a. Regional Agricultural Research 
Station, Pot-tambi. 	8 	4 

b. Bananp Research Station, 
Kannara. 	

7 




